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Abstract
The North ^ e iic a n  Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is an 
^onocentric polky designed to  increase North America's 
competitiveness in the New International Division of Labour. 
Although NAFTA is primarily a political-economic policy, numerous 
environmental and socio-cultural aspects of development are 
necessarily marginalised by its econocentric orientation. This is 
exacerbated by numerous contradictions of development and the 
political economy. Many formulations of sustainable development 
are inadequate because they fail to address these contradictions. 
This type of appr%ch, better called sustainable growth, has co­
opted the discourse of sustainable developm^t. Thus, an 
alternative conceptualisation of sustainable development that 
addresses these issues from a holistic perspective will be used. By 
contrasting NAFTA and the alternative conceptualisation of 
sustamaWe d e v e k ^ e n t it can be seen that NAFF A does not 
facilitate, but rather undermines, the implementation of sustainable 
de\«k>pm«it. This Is because NAFTA plays right into the 
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INTRODUCTION
“Free Trade wtth the United States would be like sleeping with 
an elephant. If it rolls over, you're a dead man. And I'll tell you 
when it ’s going to  roll over. It's  going to roll over m a time of 
econœnic depression and they're going to crank up those plants m 
Georgia and North Carolina and Ohio, and they're going to be shutting 
tf»m  down up here." (Brian Mulroney, PC leadership campaign, 1983, 
cited in Sinclair, 1992: 16).
The North American Free Trade freem en : (NAFTA) reprer^nts 
an attempt to  overcome the political and economic challenges faced 
by Canada, the US and México In a context of tough economic times 
anti increase competition. The market-based approach of NAFTA is 
a continuation of the Canada*US Free Trade Agreement (FTA). 
Through NAFTA Canada is to become more competitive and 
prosperous. In the wortte of Michael Wilson (cited in Government of 
Carmda, 1993: ix), “ it is laying the foundation for a stronger, more 
pr^pensus, more resilient and more confident Canada, a Canada that 
is a vibrant part of the global economy” . However, there has been 
vigourous debate on free trade with the US under the Free Trade 
Agreement (FTA), and now also with México with NAFTA, This 
delate Nis not sut»ided even as the political leaders have become 
more confident in their posturing, or even after Canada has signed 
NAFTA. It is clear that not all Canadians are as sold on NAFTA as 
our politicians would have us believe.
in r^ e n t y^trs  sustainable development has become a central 
iss i^ for development planning and policy. It has become clear that 
sustainable development is crucial to  ensuring that our development
strategies are not responsible for further destruction of the 
environnent.
NAFTA plays a major role in Canada's current development 
strategy. NAFTA involves millions of people in three countries in a 
major trade agreement, ^cause of this, NAFTA must be evalimted, 
as should all development strategies, m terms of its consistency 
with a programme of sustainable development. This is necessary 
because of the vital importance of sustainable development for the 
survival and well-being of life on our planet.
An examination of NAFTA and sustiinable development 
necessarily requires discussion m several thematic areas, and 
reflecting this the thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter one 
provides an overview to the issues involved in this examination of 
NAFTA and sustainable development. This will also include a 
discussion of the advantages and limitations of the approach taken. 
Chapter two provides a theoretical and ideological framework of 
analysis for both NAFTA and sustainable development. A discussion 
of the relationship t^iween NAFTA, the Canada-US Free Trade 
Agreement (FTA) and the GATT provides an ideological and political 
context for NAFTA. This is crucial because NAFTA ran be seen to 
play into a broader agenda that Is rooted in politics, economics and 
global power.
With respect to sustainable development several contrasting 
ap̂ M-oaches to sustainable devebpment are examined and critiqued. 
Limits to grtwth, indigenous approaches, and the distinction 
between sustainable growth and sustairmble development are 
discussed. This discussion reveals that sustainable development is
not limited to definition by the Brundtland Commission and Our 
ComfTKjn Futune  ̂ and that a redefmition of sustainable development 
is necessary. An evaluation of NAFTA and sustainable development 
ts virtually meaningless without adequate consideration of the 
global political economy because neither can exist m a political 
economic void. Chapter three is a discussion of six contradictions 
of development and the political economy. These reveal the ways 
that our current development strategies contribute to the spiral of 
over and under development and to the destruction of the 
environment, An understanding of these contradictions is necessary 
in order to  appreciate the potential functioning of development 
programmes, such as proposed both by NAFTA and sustainable 
development. In response to these contradictions, the fourth chapter 
proposes an alternative conceptualisation of sustainable 
development which is organised around eight key issues. These 
directly follow from earlier discussions of the contradictions and of 
the approaches of sustainable development. This alternative 
conceptualisation provides a set of parameters for the 
implementation of a viable programme of sustainable development. 
Chapter five places NAFTA against the constraints of the alternative 
conceptualisation of sustainable development. This examination of 
NAFTA Is structured around the key issues of the alternative 
conceptualisation of sustainable development. This allows for the 
evaluation of NAFTA as to its contribution to or consistency with 
the Implementation of the alternative conceptualisation of 
sustainable development. In this chapter it will be revealed that 
N/^TA is counter-productive to  the implementation of virtually any
type of sustainable development. Furthermore, NAFTA will be shown 
to exacerbate the contradictions of development and the political 
economy. The implications of this will be examined m chapter six. 
Suggestions for finding a path back towards the implementation of 
sustainable development will also je  discussed.
Thy majority of evaluations of both NAFTA and sustainable 
development tend to provide in-depth analyses on individual aspects 
of NAFTA’s components or those of sustainable development. There 
ts relatively little focus on the interconnections between the 
various issues relating NAFTA to sustainable development. There 
are similarly few examinations of the broad range of issues that 
involve the interaction of issues associated both with NAFTA and 
sustainable development. However, NAFTA and sustainable 
development are not isolated issues or policies that can be dealt at 
the exclusion of the other or of the myriad of other complex issues 
that are intertwined between them.
NAFTA represents the implemerration of an extensive trade 
regime. Sustainable development and the global, non-national 
quality of the environment and of ecosystems demand that analyses 
and evaluations of NAFTA be done in terms of the implications at all 
levels, not just for economic sectors, trade, nation states, or 
trading blocs. In order to address these issues a more holistic 
af^roach to both NAFTA and to sustainable development wll be 
taken. This allows for a more global understanding of the issues 
involved. Furthermore, it allows the possibility for going beyond a 
critique of NAFTA or of sustainable development, to a clearer 
undert.tanding of where development should taking be us as co­
inhabitants of the planet. In that context it is possible to question 
whether or not NAFTA is conducive to achieving these developmental 
objectives.
There are several limitations to such an approach. Firstly, rvo 
prescriptions are provided for the implementation of sustainable 
development, only constraints or parameters within which viable 
programmes of sustainable develt^ment can be implemented. These 
are issues that in some formulation must be addressed. Although 
this may be seen as a limitation, it is necessary because the 
complexity and diversity of different socio-cuItures, geographies, 
histories and political economies demand a diversity of adaptations 
with respect to the constraints of sustainable development. This 
can also be seen as a reflection of virtually all adaptations of life 
with eachother and with their ecosystems. It is therefore 
inappropriate, and in fact destructive, for there to be one set of 
prescriptions for the implementation of sustainable development.
In addition, just because there are diverse adaptations of 
sustainable development, I do not think this undermines the value of 
discussing the commonalities associated with these adaptations. 
Ev%n though there may be a variety of strategies there remains some 
common issu% and a problématique which must be addressed by any 
successful strategy of sustainable development. Furthermore, our 
current programme of development has led to a number of clear 
problems with resp^t to sustainable development. These failures 
allow for further clarification of the parameters within whæh 
sustainable development must 1% implemented. It is within this 
context that the contradictions of development and the political
economy, and the proposal of an alternative conceptualiation of 
sustainable development are d iscus^.
This brtad and holistic approach to NAFTA and sustainable 
development necessarily leads to the limitation of examining many 
issues with relatively little depth. The choice of saying lots about 
little or little about lots is a ongoing issue. I hav'e chosen to 
attempt to be faithful to the complexities of these issues. Cteariy 
this is not an ^ s y  choice. The push for specialisation and for 
narrowing the fjeid of examination In the face of complexity 
remains an empowers! approach in academia. There have besm 
numerous cons^uem:es^ tx)th academic and otherwise, from this.
With respect to NAFTA and sustainable development there are 
numerous examinations, evaluations and analyses that are sectoral 
or ‘micro’ In focus. These types of analyses, however, are virtual^ 
blind to the interconnections between the issues. These 
interconnections are crucial both to NAFTA and to sustainable 
development in terms of building an essential or representative 
picture. This is not to minimise the imfx>rtance of sectoral or micro 
analyses, for they are essential for building and verifying the 'big 
picture’. It is for these reasons that I have cho%n to mainutn a 
degree of complerity and breadth to my eliminations of NAFTA and 
sustainable development. With this type of approach nec%%rily 
comes the risks assocmted with using «templars to identic aiKl 
represent broader isstms, arxf of generalising these data. Howwver, 
it is not the purf»se of this study to examine in depth the finer 
details of each of the issues involve. For such an examlnatkm of 
each of the many isaies d ^ u s « d  I refer the w d e r to one of many
sectoral and micro analyses of both NAFTA and of sustainable 
development in current circulation.
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GKAPTE8 TWO
Neither NAFTA nor sistainaWe development exist in a 
theoretical or ideological void. Both are grounded in a series of 
assumptk>ns about how the world works, and operate within serious 
structures and policy r^ im es. Both NAFTA and sustainable 
development provide a^ndas for devebpment strategies and the 
role of human beings in those strategies. In examining the 
theoretical and ideological context fo r NAFTA it is important to 
discuss its precedent, the Canada-US free trade agreement (FTA), as 
well as the General Agreement on Tariffs arKi Trade (GATT) because 
of its dominance in the global political economy as an international 
track agreement. This allows for a better understanding of N ^ T A  In 
a broader historical, geographical, political-economic, and 
ideological context.
There are many different perspectives of sustainable 
dewlopm^it. Although mary of these perspKtives have mportant 
contributions, I have chosen to  briefly discuss tw ) contrasting 
perspectives in order to Identify some o f the rangr of approach^ to  
sustainable development. This is followed by a discussion of a third 
ar^ more ;«%iominant type of approach to sustainable development.
These perspectives o f sustainable de\relopment differ greatly in 
their representation of 'development* as well as 'sustalwW llty*. It 
is essential to  gain an understanding of these d iffe rence  9s wrell as 
their ^wlitical a ^ndas in order to  appreciate the co m p ^ ltie s  arKi 
f%cessity of defining the alternative conceptualisation of 
su^airable envelopment.
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This chapter Is divided Into two basic sections. The first 
provides a theoneticai and tdeolt^icai context for NAFTA, include 
in this is a brief discussion of the relation between NAFTA, the FTA, 
and tf% GATT. The %cond section provides a theweticai context for 
sustainable development. Two perspectives discussed are the limits 
to growth perspecti\e and indigenous perspectives. This is followed 
by a discussion of the distinction between sustainable development 
appxiaches and sistatnabte growth apprc^ch^. Included in this 
s%tiM Is a critique of approaches such as those propo%d by the 
Brundtland Report (Chjr Common Future). The differences between 
these perspectives, as well as their deficiencies will demonstrate 
the necessity of an alternative conceptualisation of sustainable 
{tevebpn.ent.
1. Tf^_FIA, NAFTA and the GATT: An Ideolt^ical CCQttfidiDg
The North American Free Trade Agreement (N^TA) is an 
exten^n of the Canadian and American Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 
to incWe Méxæo in a North American tradir^ blw. The purpose of 
this is for North America to be more competitive on the global 
R^rket, and to reinforce the neo4it%ral conservative agenda 
(Govemnwnt of ürmda, 1993; Grinspun & Cam«on, 1993; Marchak, 
1991; Sinc^ir, 1992).
NAFTA is intend^ to extend and increase the gains that have 
1 » ^  achWved under tte  FTA. Michael Wilson, (cit« l in Gevermt»nt 
of Oarada, 1993; ix) ex^ms:
"We live by trWe and are critically depemtent on rules that ensure a 
fair basis for all our partners. S^ause o ir  future defends it, we 
have t%en at the forefront tn every nwjor trade neg«^iat»n. We
10
knmv that we remain burdened by the pmtectlonists- at home md 
abroad- and we know that the only effective weapon against tfwm is 
a gocKl rule book, remised on open markets; a rule bt^k that is 
ccmstantiy ujxlat^ and improved. We are a ration with many 
advant^es- an Sweated workforce, abuMant resource and an 
efficient infrastructure. We need to reward private initiative and 
ewourage entrepreneurs to approach the future with the confittonce 
necessary to exploit new opportunités. FTA, arW now the North 
Anwrican Free Trade Agreenwnt (NAFTA), can provicto the foundatkm 
for economic vigour”.
The FTA has t^en instrumental for the implementation of 
NAFTA t  ,cause it established many precedents that have facilitated 
tl% fast track implementation of NAFTA. NAFTA could not have b%n 
passed without much public scrutiny if the FTA were not already in 
pWce. This has raised concerns that N ^TA  has not been pr^w ted  
for fair public scrutiny; instead, political and economic influence 
was used to push NAFTA through, tn M6dco, the election of Salinas 
de (k)rtari In 1988 and his electoral defeat of o\wr Cérdenas has 
come into question. Salinas de Gortari is a Harvard-educated 
proponent of neo-liberal development, whereas Côrder»s is more 
liberal and favoured by popular sector organisations, it Is believed 
by many that the election was faced in the face of defeat after 
preliminary r^ults ^ in t^  to a win by Cérdenas.
In Canada, members of the well-tailored Business Council on 
National Issues (BCNI), spent moi^ than $56 million m support of 
free trade just prior to the 1986 elation, which led to the re- 
election of Brian Hulror^ for a second term. Unfortunate^, 
environmental and socml interests do not have the financial or 
political backing of the BCNI, and so HAFÎA is proce^ing In the face 
of potests by groups in Canada, the US aid Méxéo, i#io argue that
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the envlronmentat and social consequences of NAFTA be 
devastating to most Canadians, Americans, and Mexicans, as well as 
the environment (Tf^nor in Sinclair, 1992; 2-8). Many disagree 
with Michael Wilson and other politicians in that the FTA has not 
been beneficial to Canadians and that NAFTA will result in the 
amplification of all the losses of jobs and other costs of adjustment 
that we have seen in the i^s t sewral years under tl% FTA.
The text of the NAFTA maintains the basic principles and 
architecture of the FTA, but adds clarification and extensions of its 
provisions. For example, even though there will be an extension of 
trade between the three countries under N^TA, tite economic 
relationship between Canada and México is relatively weak as 
compared to that between Canada am the US, This is not likely to 
change (CĈ A, 1992: 1).
There are, howe^r, several key changes from the FTA to the 
NAFTA, NXU=TA is more binding on the provinces than the FTA,
Article 105 provides that the federal government must take ‘all 
necessary measures' to secure compliance by provincial 
governments. Two years after NAFTA comes into effect, a full list 
of all provincial legislation and regulatory measures that are in 
violation of FT A/NAFTA provisions must be provided in order that 
tl%y Mn be *grand|»r^ted” into the agreement. This means that all 
provincial m w uhK  will be sub le t to NAFTA unless tl%y aie 
specifically exempted at this point. All pro^ncial measures after 
this point wdB be subject to NAFTA (CCPA, 1992; 2-3), The impact 
of this on provincial initiatives to pursue pro\hncial interests will 
be d ^ u s s ^  Wter.
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Many of changes from the FTA to the NAFTA reflect the 
draft provisions under discussion for the GATT. This is significant 
in that those provisions tend to be those which best reflect and 
protect US Interests. If these provisions are not accepted in the 
new GATT, it is conceivable that Canada will be bound to these 
provisions th ro i^h  the NAFTA even tho i^h  many of our trW ng 
partners may not be. This wouW greatly affect Canada’s trade 
rdations outside the North American trading Woe (CCFA, 1992: 2). 
One example of this is Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights 
(TRIPs). US business interests, reflected in the Intellectual 
Property Committee have ccmvtnced the US government to 
treat the TRIPs provisions from GATT drafts as a minimum levels of 
protection not maximums. This creates the potential for NAFTA to 
require that Canadians and Mexicans bow down to US business 
interests even it these extreme measures are not passed in the GATT 
(CCPA, 1992; Marchak, 1991).
The goal is to create an integrated market-led free trade zone 
which will be strong enough to lead in the new globalised economy.
A borderless continent, where governments are subservient to  the 
needs of the marketplace. A vision regulated by the terms o f an 
International trade treaty and accountable to  its mechanisms and 
procedures for determining disputes. This Tory, neo-liberal agenda 
is dependent on the significant r^ ru c tu f in g  of SMlal, econwnk and 
political life in the countries o f the Americas (CCPA, 1992; 
pref%e).
The impact of this has been the transformation o f the country 
t^sed on the ideWogy of unleashed cartalism. The Ht^ratlon of
cajïltiti has been the basis of changes in government at alt t e \ ^  and 
e je c ts  of the %ommy. “ [This] runs on the belief that what’s ^>od 
for t^siness- big business- is good for the country, and any mucking 
around w th  business' freedom to  act only further jeopardizes the 
economy” (Benn In Sinclair, 1992: 45-6). Asswiated with this is 
the 'trickle down' approach to distribution, tax breaks, deregulation, 
privatisât ton, and 'free' trade. The products of this approach have 
been the polarisation of society between rich and poor, as well as 
the mismanagmnent and cutting of baste industry. This has 
contributed to  a drastic increase in bankruptcies and the coHapse of 
regional economies. It has also undermined the federal regulating 
agencies, affecting occupational safety and health, labour relations, 
civil rights, amd the environment (Benn In Sinclair, 1992; CCPA, 
1992).
Thus, NAFTA is the continuation of the FTA and has clear links 
to the GATT in terms of the operation of a North American trading 
bloc in the global political economy. Because of this, NAFTA plays 
an important role in the continuing of the neo-liberal agenda of 
increasing capitalist and market-based development in North 
America.
Z  ïfafifiatticaLËficspKii^.oo.Susiainable Development
Ibs.Umit£.tgL0mwtb
The firs t world is clearly among the world's most Inefficient 
and wasteful con^m ers of material and energy. It contains 26% of 
the world’s fxsputotion, yet consunœs about 80% of the non- 
pKTewaWe resources and up to 50% of tf% world's total food output 
(Trainer, 1989), Current North American development ethæs incliKde
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the contmiÆî, and fegai, disposât of 189,000,000 tons o f waste into 
the waters off the coast o f North America. Even given our limited 
knowledge of the interdependence of natural ecosystems there is 
little  doubt that this must have significant and detrimental effects, 
not only to those species that inhabit the ocean, but to  ev^ry 
ecosystem linked to it. The limits to growth perspective is l^sed on 
the recognition of our unsustainable practices.
Despite the many attempts to explain the origins of any 
particular nation's wealth, most explanations fall to  recognise that 
the finite natural resources which humans have been extracting at 
phenomenal rates, are the real sources of wealth. It has been hun%n 
ingenuity which has enabled us to  invent ways of tapping into other 
sources of wealth hence ircreasing the depletion o f natural 
resources. But it is the biosphere, which we did not invent, that 
gives us this wealth.
"All life on earth is tied up with all other life and with the weather, 
soil cycles and water cycles that keep the ingredients of life in 
motion and moderate extremes of h ^ t  and cold within the few 
kilomètre thick layer of the earth’s biosphere” (Ctow, 1989: 4-5).
Not only does it give us life but it fuels the development 
processes of each and every community, region or natron. Whether 
we e x tr ^ t  natural resources through mining, harvesting crops 
through agriculture, or powering our natrons through hydro- 
electricity, nuclear power or the burning of fossil fuels, we are 
drawing from the earth's fin ite resources. Of course th « e  are 
renewable resources, but their renewability depends on very careful 
m ana^m ^t.
IS
This i^ses great prdbiems for conventional devetopir^nt 
strategies in particular, and 'progress' in general. Nation states 
depart upon a cwitinua) economic growth process. To most it vwiuid 
t»  MdKulous to  suggest that development can occur without some 
form of economic growth. As witnessed in the past, nations which 
do mît maintain growth rates of three to five percent or more are 
ccmstdered to be in a state of recession or even depression. Œîr 
society Is so strw tured around the concept of economic growth t l^ t  
when it does not w cu r there are tremendous hardships, particularly 
for the lower classes. "All advanced societies and most, if not all 
third world societies, are organised to  try to  socially sustain 
economic growth, and that for a certain class of people, this must be 
maintairmd at all costs" (Clow, 1989: 15).
The problem is, apart from perwdic recessions and depressions 
which have plagued the history of modern civilization, 
environmental degradation is now threatening not only our economic 
activity but our very existence. Hence th ^e  is a need to recognise 
that there are physical limits to the economic growth process. This 
le ^ s  to the creation of a perspective adopted not only by rad ia l 
schools of thought but by many ecologists, environmentalists and 
social scientists, who adwcate the need for societies to recognise 
that t fw e  are real limits to  economic growth.
There have Wen se\mral c^um ents published which refer to 
thfe 'lim its to  growth’ perspective. Among these are Daly's (1977) 
Toward a S ta ^ y  State fcm wny, the Club of Rome’s Ttw Limits to 
Growth (Meadows, 1972), and the Ecdogist’s Biuepriot for Survival 
(1972). These publications have lead to  much controversy withm the
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academic arena, particularly relating to  economics and development
studies.
Although in tend^ to reduce poverty, malnutrition, economic 
*t^ckwardness*, and other symptoms of um)erde\mlopn%nt, 
devekjpment has caused considerable disruption in the natural 
functioning of the earth's biosphere. It Is debatable as to how close 
we are to the complete d e s tru c tif  of the ^o sys te n ^  which support 
our continued existence. However, there Is rm doubt that we are 
s e r i f  sly damaging our e n v ir f  ment. This lack of con^nsus is but 
one barrier to sustainable development. It is worth noting, however, 
that according to the Biuepnnt for Survivat
“we do not need to  utterly destroy the ecosphere to  brir^ 
catastrophe to ourselves, all we have to do is cany on as we are, 
clearing forests, reclaiming wetlands, and imposing sufficient 
quantities of pesticides, radioactive materials, plastics, sewage and 
industrial wastes upon our air, water, and land systems to make 
them inhospitable to the species on which their continued stability 
arx  ̂ integrity depend” (Editors the Ecologist, 1972).
We are one such species that depends upon this stability and 
integrity. Because o f this it is critical that we address the severity 
of environmental degradation and its implications for the survival of 
life on our planet.
There have been sevra i attempts made to incorporate 
elements of the limits to growth perspective into various 
theoretical scho^s of th w gh t. Conflict theorists and conventional 
or mainstream theorists have acknowledged the potential limits to  
(tevebj^nent. have even accepted many of ti% c txnp fen ts  of 
this debate. There are also various envinonmentai and ecological
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j»rspectiv«s whtcft have also incorporated components of this 
d ^ te .
Limits to  growth has created many theoretical as well as 
pragmatic controversies. For example, if an advocate of 
modernisation theory recognises the danger involved m the continual 
extraction of fin ite resources or the continual over-exploitation of 
renewabW resources, tNs could contradict many of the basic 
assumptions which s u f ^ r t  that schw l of thought. If this particular 
theorist cannot transcend that theoretical framework, which is a 
commw problem, then potential solutions to problems associated 
with sustainable development become rather futile. This is the 
present status of many efforts attempting to tackle the notions of 
limits to growth and sustainable development.
Furthermore, the completion of environmental assessments, 
cost benefit analyses, and attempts to place values on intangible 
resources is virtually meaningless without the recognition of the 
finite nature of our biosphere and environment. This has contributed 
to  the continuation of support for development projects that are 
environmentally, socially and economically unsustainable.
Perhaps a much more radical approach to the understanding of 
the obijectives and purjxises of economic activity, and a different 
a t t i t i ^  to  understanding it, are required, as has t%en suggested by 
Recteilft:
“ The commitment to  stable-state resource allocation, and to a zero- 
growth position, in which use values are substituted for exchange 
values, precedes any systematic attempt to establish how these 
goals can be legitimized or brought nearer under capitalism.
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Sustaina^e development rs the objective of many perspectl̂ ms, such 
as this, but the role of the market on defining its various historical 
stages remains obscure" (Redclifl, 1988: 635).
Conflict theorists, and Marxists in particular (for «cample, 
Clow, Benton, Schmkit) have also attempted to ^knowledge the 
limits to growth debate within the historical materialist tradition 
of thought. Incorporating this component into their theoretical 
framework has also presented problems and much controvert. For 
traditional Marxism, the constant development and expansion of the 
means and forces of production has enabted «)cietiK to develop. 
Marxists have traditionally advocated that transferring control over 
the production process, via revolution, from the capitalist to the 
owners, will diminish alienating elements of capitalist 
development. But this does not necessarily provide solutions for 
sustainable development. Thus socialist Konomtc thinking, based on 
a growing industrial society of greater affluence and control over 
nature, all in the hands of the working class, will not nKessarily 
provide solutions to our current dilemma (Clow, 1990; Benton,
1989; Grundmann, 1991).
The limits to growth perspective for the most part entails an 
ecocentnc approath to sustainable development. As an independent 
ecocentric perspective, limits to growth ridicules many of the 
conventional preconditions for development. "In this respect, at 
least, it represents a more radical break with orthod^y than other 
ideological or paradigmatic positions" (Redciift, 1988: 637).
However, there are fundamental flaws which must be 
addressed at all levels of this perspective. Because it is an 
ecocentric approæ:h to sustainable devdopment one can not
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immediately identify the social constraints fo r implementation. 
Many of its components are stric tly  descriptive and omit many of 
the ^ c ia i obstacles to sustainable development. For example, our 
current political economy and the forces behind it, are so heavily 
d^endent upon our current methods of capital accumulation arxl 
p ro fit maximisation, that those who benefit from it, namely 
members of the corporate and national é lite will "resist sustainable 
development measures with the utmost vigour" (Clow, 1989: 6).
There must be attempts to  redefine economic development and 
the socio-political context in which it operates. One required 
change is the incorporation o f activities that were once labelled as 
unprodiÆtive such as domestic work, subsistence production, 
recycling, and the proper maintenance of the environment, into our 
definition of productivity. There is a vast amount of activities 
currently ctefined as ‘non-productive’ which do not lead to 
environmental devastation and hence promote a sustainable context 
for societal development.
Technology is often given a key role in achieving sustainable 
development. Yet it is often underevaluated in terms of its role in 
the development process. On the other hand, technology has been 
very detrimental to  societal development. It has alienated vwrkers 
from their occupations as well as from other people. In short, it has 
c h a f^ ^  the reWtk)nship people have with their environments, both 
ecological and social. For example, many of these Interpersonal 
interactions have been replaced by interactions w ith machines. It 
becomes c l^ r  that we can not rely on technology as a simple 
solution to  the problems o f envircximentai degradation. In fact, if
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not prt^serfy mediated, technotopy cooid end up a Moose canrwn’ 
our fragile global ecosystem.
Another element which has been seriously neg lec ts  by the 
lim its to  growth |i^r5pecti\^ is population dynamics. Many critica l 
theorists reject that overpopulation is at the root of many problems 
of development including environmental degradation. On the other 
hand, many mainstream theorists, perceive the causes o f 
environmental degradation to  be primarily due to ow ]:^pu*ation. 
Neither of these extremist views on the role of overpopulation in 
underde\mlopment provide much insight into the link w ith 
environmental degiadation. Just as it is naive to  think that 
population dynamics are periphei^l to the problems of environmental 
degradation, so it is simplistic to  assert that overpopulation is the 
principal cause. It is clear from previous discussions tha t there is a 
broad variety o f relevant variables in the issues of development and 
environment, only one of which is population dynamics. The lim its 
to  growth perspective fails to address in any clear way the issue of 
population dynamics. This deficiency could be overcome ^ s iiy  
because there is a recognition within lim its to  growth o f the over- 
consumptionary obsession which 'prepress' dictates.
It is important to  view any proposition of the lim its to  growth 
perspective in its  theoretical context. This Is because, like many 
other perspectives, it has been adopted and s d ^ p t^  by ecocentric, 
radical and conventional perspectives in order to  match their own 
theoretical assumptions. %rhaps the lesson to  be learned from this 
discussion is tha t there are indeed lim its to  the type o f economic
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growth currently being p u rsy^  by the devetqsed worW and 
increasingly by the unde-developed world.
Furthermore, although largely descriptive, and lacking 
concrete solutions fo r social change, the lim its to growth 
perspective does repr«ent an attempt to proceed beycmd tl% 
orthodox growth-oriented solutions to sustainable development. It 
recognizes the need to  alter our lifestyles in the developed world 
and considers capping our ecowmic growth. These represent at 
least a small step in the right direction, 
iiidigfioous-gefspectives
Although the lim its to  growth perspective comes out of the 
rise o f the environmental movement centred primarily in the firs t 
world, It would be grsN^y unjust to  propose that sustainable 
development is solely a firs t world notion. Sustainable development 
has, in fact, been the primary mode of development over the history 
of global human adaptatk>n. These systems of sustainable 
development, which d iffe r from the lim its to growth perspective, 
are s till being practised by many of the world's indigenous peoples. 
Ev k i though much o f tl%se traditional cultures are being destroyed, 
many indigerK)us peoples possess and practice the understanding of 
sustainable development that has exista i fo r hundreds or even 
thousands of years.
There are approximately two hundred million indigenous people 
on our planet. This constitutes about three percent of the to t^  
g lo t^ l population. These societies have unque cultures which 
distinguish them from most of the other societies o f th is planet. 
Culture in this co n te tt refers to  “every a s p ^ t o f life: know-hc v,
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technical knowledge, customs of food and dress, religion, mentality, 
values, language, sym t^ls, s^io»politica l and economic behaviour, 
metlwds of making decisions and exercising power, methcxis of 
productton, and ecorwmic relations and so on® (Verheist, 1990: 1 ?). 
The past two centuries have witnessed horrific rates o f cultural 
extinction accompanied w ith the assimilation o f even more cultures 
into other more dominant cultures. The high rates o f cultural 
extinction and assimilation have emanated from destructive forces 
such as colonialism, m ilitary invasion, and what we can broadly 
label as development.
There are several characteristics which tend to  distinguish 
indigenous peoples from the remaining five billion people on our 
plarmt. To begin, irrdigenous or tr ilx il people, confine th&nselves ^  
choice to  specific r iio n s  of the Earth. Generally speaking, they are 
considered to  be original inhabitants o f their particular geographical 
location. They possess basic levels of technology in comparison to 
most civilisations, however this should not viewed upon negatively. 
Most of these stxie ties do have noticeable leaders but political 
decision-making is almost always highly decentralised and 
democratic. Decentralisation is also a common characteristic o f the 
o tfw  social and economic structures which make up indigenous 
sfxieties. It is also important to  note that these c u ltu re  do rw t 
a rtific ia lly se ia ra te  their societal institu tions. These Inseparable 
structures not only provide the means fo r survival but also fo r the 
fu lfilm e it of everyday needs and aspirations. For sam ple, the 
absence of patriarchal and cWss dom inate  structures enable ^ h
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citizen to  0%ape these highly alienating and destructive fo rc ^  
which are common in many modem societies.
Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of these K>cieties *5 
the ak%nce o f ^rge surpluses created by producticm prtxesses 
because large s u rp lu s  often lead to  more waste. Ti% pncKiuctJon of 
fw d  and other commodities is centred around m ating the needs of 
the entire community and not primarily for trade. Although limited 
trading relations do exist amongst groups living In close proximity 
to  eachother, self-reliance and self-determination is paramount.
The features described here are of course not universally applicable 
to all indigenous societies. However, it is important to note that 
because of these societal arrangements, many of these civilizations 
were at one time relatively poverty free as well as absent from 
severe forms o f social s tra tifica tion .
Progress and modernisation has lead to  immense level- of 
environmental degradation, leading us to  yet another attractive set 
of distir^uishlng features of indigenous societies. Many of these 
pTOple possess ample Information pertaining to  tlw  sustainable 
maragement o f natural systems. These groups live and have lived m 
what we label as fragile ecosystems, such as rain forests and arctic 
regions fo r thousands of years w ithout disrupting the functioning of 
thmr surroundirg natural environment. At the other extreme, 
nwd«Ti societies have dismantled in jus t a few centuries, what 
nature has taken million o f years to  create. "It is not a mistake as 
fata l as it is crass to  see only the negative or t^ckward aspects of 
indigenous traditions. Such traditions, long considered mere 
otetacles to development, might well constitu te an ultimately
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beneficial force of resistance to  a foreign model o f society whose 
effects are undesirable* (Verhelst, 1990: Forward).
Development picyects often do not inwWve the active 
participation o f the local communities, indigenous or not, hence are 
inappropriate and t^ tru c ti\w  towards the human and natural 
environments. There Is a genuine need to involve these ind^enous 
perspectives in the development processes, even though the%  
persf^ctives usually contradict conventional development 
s tra t^ ie s . This genuine need evolves out of the fact that our planet 
is facing an ecological crisis, and potential solutions to  this crisis 
can be denved from the many indigenous cultures which exist or 
have existed our planet. Development theorists, national 
governments and private institutions must discontinue labelling 
these perspectives as being ‘backwards* anti make an e ffo rt to  
access the many beneficial attributions such as methods o f 
sustainable resource mana^ment.
This poses problems fo r many exploitative cultures, although a 
common ground must be found. Many cultures often neglect to  
rKognize a ir  dependence upon the proper funct^ning of a complex 
g k ^ l network of ecosystems, indigenous peoples understarxj tfm t 
humans are an intricate part o f nature and recognize nany lim its 
im p o s t upon us because of this. They rec^n ize  that sacrifices 
must be made in our current trend towmrds global n^ iem aa tm n. In 
this respect indigenous pw^pecthws and lim its to  growth 
p e rs ^ tiv e s  are on common ground. If we are prepared to  listen, 
indigenous people can provide alternative ecommiic, social and 
political models fo r development.
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"lndig«ious people cb not believe they can return to  some idyllic 
î»st of hunting and gathering, nor that they can remain Isolated from 
the powerful p^itica f forces around them. They are opposed to 
development which threatens their survival and the environments 
that r o ta te  temperature and rain on a glolKil scale, and keep the 
planet suitable fo r human rehabilitation” . (Burger, 1990: 75).
There is much we can team from indigenous p e rs ^ tiv e s . We 
as social scientists, natural scientists and peo|;Ne, dependent upon a 
fragile planet must acti\%ly engage in research and development of 
indigewus know ^ge. Although much of this knowledge is not 
recorded, it is s till apparent w ithin those cultures tha t exist in 
relative isolation, it also remains w ithin the minds and customs of 
many people assimilated into more dominant cultures; usually 
within the informal sectors of a nation. The course of development 
must c^scontinue devaluing these people and their dhrcrse 
approacf%s to sustainable development and attempt to incorporate it 
into the formal structure of development studies and strategies. 
Indigenous systems o f health care, medicme, education and 
agriculture as well as the ways of understanding the world and the 
people in It have a tremendous amount of experœnce to  offer.
However, these p^'spectis^s have b ^ n  subjected to the 
relentless onslaught of the scientific world view characterised as 
i^ in g  technocratic, mechanistic, materialistic, reductionist and 
deterministic (Redciift, 1989). An international non-gowrnmentai 
organisation conference held in ^p tem ber 1981 in Geneva, on 
''Indigenous pm ^le and the tend” , released a very general statement 
that suggests that "in the worid of today there are two systems, 
tw o d ifferent irreconcilable ways o f life, the Indian w o rld -
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collective, communal, human, respectful o f nature and wise— and 
the Western w orld - greedy, destructive, individualist and enemy of 
mother nature** (cited in Verheist, 1990). This is supported by 
Hanson (1985), discusses the future paths of im j^n o im  
people ’ development in terms of "dual realities, dual strategies” .
Many of the concepts which devel^m ent theorists are 
attempting to  reconcile, such as resource depletion, pollution, 
population dynamics, social equity, and sustainability, have ^ n  
recognized and d ^ lt  with successfully by indigenous peqsles. We 
must also recognise that many o f these solutions may d iffer from 
the conventional understanding of sustainable development as it is 
defined by the industrialised and empowered firs t world. 
Nevertheless, it only makes sense to  diminish this ignorance and 
bias we have towards ^traditional’ societies; a fte r all our survival 
may ctepend on It.
SusUinable.DevelQpmeQ£Ĵ rsuŝ ustaiiidb]fiLiii:Qmh
Over the last few years, sustainable development has become 
*tl% solution* to  all the evils o f development in the rhetoric of firs t 
world governments and transnatiora! corporations. The recent 
trendiness of anything ‘green’ has le ft us w ith virtually every large 
company arKi government clamouring to jump on the band wagon of 
green con%merism and policy. However, n ^ t  versions of 
si^tainabte dm ^e^^neit, such as the Brundtland Repwt (Ow 
Cormmn Fuftme) envision sustenable development as a m iÿ to  Imve 
our cake and eat It too. That is, indi%trialised economic growth can 
be maintained, tl% environment doesn't have to  be sa c rifice  in 
the procKS.
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The critical Issue is the possibility of continuing econmnic 
growth in spite of the ecological damage we have created through 
econwnic growth and its acknowl^ged feedback onto economic 
activity, Brundtland's cOTcept of ‘sustainable (teveit^>ment' assumes 
neckiess exploitation of renewable resources and dirty technology 
are responsible for the disruptiwi of the glolal environment, and 
that envHronn^ntal measures are necessary W t economy grtwvth can 
be sustained indefinitely with proper management of renewable 
resources md pollution control (WC£D, 1987:1 ). Uncter this type of 
appoach* environmental prtAection is seen only as a measure 
nec%sary to ensure continued global economic growth, whœh is the 
desirwl gt^l. Thus, the only environmental controls are those 
r^uired for sustaining economic growth. In this way mainstream 
economic development interests have co-opted the language of 
environmental protection to further the interests of those who 
benefit from sustained growth, the corporate élite. Thus in 
malnstioam devetopment di%ourse, sustainable development has 
been co-opted to mean sustair^ble growth, AJcmg with the 
Brundtland Commission Report, the World Commission on 
Envircmment ami Develojmient, and numercais Canadmn government 
mamlates including the Cooperation Agreement on Sustainable 
Economic O e\^pm ent are all apprtaches that fit into this category 
of fitstainabie growth awrtaches (Climbers, 1986; CIDA, 1987; 
ODA, 1991; Chwv, 1991; Gov«mment of Car«cto, 1991; Hall, 1 9 ^ ; 
Shiva, 1991; Stark, 1990; WCED, 1987; Sachs, 1992).
/Uthr jgh  'sustainable growth* is the most fitting term for this 
type of approach, it is in ^ t  an oxynmron. This is because
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sustained economic growth can not, by its  very nature, be 
environmentally sustainable. This is because all productive 
economic activity, including economic growth, depends on the 
biosphere. Human work transforms ‘ resourcœ* t ta t cœne from 
direct sdar energy, the materials and energy of the earth 's crust or 
from 'renewable' materials, which are the energy and life  processes 
of the blo^here. The biosphere not only provides 'rermwaWe 
resources', but ako absorbs and processes our wastes. Howev#", as 
the le ^ l of economic activity incrrases, so cK>es the demand on the 
biosphere to provide 'renem ble' resources arxj to  ateorb and process 
biod^radable and toxic waste. At a given point, economic activity 
can not increase without undermining the aWlity of the biosphere to  
produce 'renewable resources' or to ateorb and process waste 
pnxlucts (Clow, 1991: 3),
In this respect it is impossible to  sustain economic growth 
ami preserve the environment. These lim its to growth necessarily 
impinge on the fantasy of sustainable growth approaches. 
Furthermore, sustainable growth strategies do m)t work b^ause 
they plays right into several key contradictions o f development and 
the global political economic system, as shall be seen In the 
following chapter,
Summary
In Itteologtcal terms, NAFTA can be seen to  play a major role In 
furthering the n e o -l^ ra l agenda through its  focus on the market as 
the driving force in development. NAFTA also fas s tro r^  t m  w ith 
the GATT, w ith many political implications involved. This raises
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m ie  tfitem sting reWtkig to  NAFTA as part of a North 
Amerkan, or even gtoba) approach to  developn^nt.
Many of these issues raised by the ideological and theoretical 
discussions o f NAFTA remain. This leaves us in a }»>sit)on of 
questioning our current path of development, both theoretically and 
practically. These issues are further explored m terms of 
contradictiorm of development and the political economy m the next 
chapter.
Sustainable development represents many different 
perspectives, each with continuing internal debates, lim its  to 
growth, indi^nous, and sustalnabte growth approaches, such as Our 
Common Futiffv are some of the main perspectives. Limits to  growth 
offers a clear message that economic growth can not be continimd 
without grave results on ecosystems and the environment. However, 
It is clearly a first-w orid approach to  sustainable development, as 
contrasted by indigenous approches to sustainable dtvelopnwnt. 
Clearly, there is much to  learn from the indigenous pécules of the 
emrid a ^ t  Aistainable development. On the other fmnd, sustainable 
growth approacl%s wwe shown to  be fundamentally flawed t^cause 
sustained ^onomæ growth can not be cnvtronment^ly sustainable. 
Nevwtheless, these sustainable growth approaches, as seen in Ot^ 
Comrmn Fifture, ha\% co-opted the language, the structures and 
policy ra t in g  to  sustainable developnent.
This postô theoretical and practical problems fo r sustamable 
t^velopnwnt. These must c t^ r ^  be addr^sed in wder to  create a 
meaningful definition of sustainable development that er%ompasses 
the mewiingful elements fi^m  these differing perspectives.
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However, in eddK^n, there are numerous issues w ith tM
international political economy that also have hearing on creating a 
workable definition of sustainable development. It is necessary to  
^ r k  through these issues iMfore turning to  an alternative 
conceptualisation o f sustainable development. The discussion o f 
these issues will be done In terms of contradictions of development 
and the global ixWltical economy in the next chapter.
CONIRADCriQNS Œ  DEVELOPMENT 
ÂÊffî-IHLGLCSALPOLrriCAL ECONOMY
Neither NAFTA nor sustainabte development exist in a void. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, both fit into broader theoretical, 
fd^fogtca) and political arenas. Sustainable development and 
NAFTA also Imve broad implications in terms of 'development' and 
development pdicy. Both are to  be implemented in the global 
political econwny in the name of ‘development*. However, as was 
suggeted in the previous chapter, there are definitional and 
operational problems associated w ith 'development*. It is therefore 
necessary to mtamlne and e ^ lu a te  the current functioning of 
development and the global political economy. This will provide a 
W tte r context fo r evaluating NAFTA as well as insights necessary 
fo r the creation of the alternative conceptualisation of sustainable 
development.
There is little  doubt that global ’development’ as an enterprise 
and national or global strategy is m crisis. The planet’s survival is 
In jeopardy because o f environmental destruction. Social and 
economic polarisation are increasing, w ith  more billionaires and 
more ^verty-baseti deaths every year. Global recessions are 
^com ing im re frequent, more serious, and are lasting longer. 
Political s trife  and civil wars are problems world wide. 'Natural* 
disasters are becwning more frequent and nwre senous. The 
problématique surrounding these inter-related crises is very 
co m fto  and there are nmny ways o f exploring the core issues and 
dynamics. I have cfwsen to  express them in terms o f con tr^ ic tions;
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that is, the ways in wh»ch our development strategies contribute to 
the spiral of over and under development ar^ to the dœtructton of 
the environment. These contradictions are inter-related and 
mutually reinforcing. To a certain degree their boundaries are 
arbitrarily drawn for the sake of simplicity and clarity. I do not 
think, however, that this undermines their ability to contribute to 
buiWing an understanding of development and the global ecomsmy.
1 hav% focussed on the following six contradictory strategies 
of development: economic growth; industrialisation and technology; 
econocentrism; the marginalisation of women, subsistence 
production and the informal sector; the crunch on resources and tte  
environment; and power, the state and the international political 
economy. In each of these sections I will discuss the ways in which 
each of these strategies of development are contradictory, and 
contributes to the spiral of over and under develo^ent and the 
destruction of the environment.
-Economie Growth
According to conventional wisdom, economic growth is 
supposed to be the engine of development with distribution of the 
gams an issue only after an ‘adequate’ level of economic growth is 
achieved. There are two key problems with this ‘ tack burner’ 
approach to distributional questions. Firstly, this ‘adequate’ level is 
never define, and therefore never rMched. Secondly, this h »  
resulted in an economic polarisation of society. This Is because 
economic growth is often achieved through the marginali^tion of 
those who receive a smaller portion of these resources, namely the 
third worid, rural dwellers, indigenous groups, working classes,
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women, and children. Thus it is the economically and socially 
disadvantaged who disproportionally support and maintain the 
efforts which create economic growth. Yet the distribution of the 
beræfits accrued does not reach these i^ople. It is therefore 
impossible to  conclude that economic growth in itse lf is 
‘development’ . Inde^, the economic growth process marginalises 
th%e groups to  a point of unreasonable hardship, and increases their 
Inaccessibility to  the benefits o f economic growth. For these 
rasons the role o f economic growth in development must be 
seriously questioned.
Seen on an international scale, it can be seen that m a similar 
manner, the very measures which are dictated as required for 
development in the th ird world are precisely those which are 
maintaining and increasing the Third World's underdevelopment.
This can be seen, fo r example by examining the effects of World 
Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) loans and Structural 
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) as well as other forms of 
international control and power, such as the GATT and transnational 
corpwations (TNCs).
Acceding to kWrchak (1991: 201 ):
“The terms of IMF and World Bank loan create a Catch-22 situation. 
On the one hand, the recipient Is obliged to  remove all restrictions 
to  tfm * fr»  market’ ; on the other hand, because it must open its 
borders to  foreign investment and im iw rts it is unable to develop 
IfKfepend^t mom«itum as an induMrial coun try .... In this respect, 
the pmver of the IMF and the ideological leadership o f the 
Tr*Wt«iBlists and the right-w ing think-tanks around the world 
combirm to  impose a f^rticu ta r view not only of how the global 
^onom y should function but o f social and cultural p rio ritie s /
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These foreign debts and the condttionaiities require in the 
form of structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) have kept third 
wrartel countries dep^dent on the first world both for continued 
loans and for direct foreign investment, mostly by TNCs. Thfe l^ves 
most third world countrms so indebted to the IMF and the Workl ^ n k  
that their current repayment schedule lequiies tlwm to f»y more for 
%rwcing the kmns than r^etve. This dependency Is 
structurally reinforced in the arena of trade by the GATT, which 
primarily represents the Interests of the first world. This 
de|!»ndency leaves many third world countries politically or 
economæaliy unable to dewlop (Bertoud in Sachs, 1992; Caldicott, 
1992; De Janvry, 1981; Marcnak, 1991; Mies, 1986; Redciift,
1987; Shiva, 1989, 1991).
The contradictions of growth-oriented development can Mslly 
be seen from examining the complexities of food provision in 
dewloping countries within the global market system. This is 
important to examine t^ause  this contradictory strategy is being 
played out at regional, national and international levels of 
devetopm^t. Accordir^ to %  Janvry (1981: 158-174), there are 
several main trade-offs involved in the availability of cheap food in 
developing cmjntries. I will briefly discuss three of these.
The firs t is food self sufficiency versus comparative 
advant^e. In wder to become compétitive, develt^ng co im tr^  
si^posed^ must prodige an adequate amount of comnwdity 
50 as to  lave a competitive «{vantage &n the nmrket. In 
so, there is a necessity «icriflce to fcs>d self-sufficiency. This is 
tecause there usual^ is a shift in the pnoductitm of food fH'CKfucts
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u s ^  for consumptiw to production of non>fo«j 
commodities. Furthermore, because there is a premium on bard 
currencies, the currerwy gained from the export of these products is 
often d ive rts  to debt servicing instead of being rediwrted into food 
provision, thus decreasing the availability of cheap food.
Following this strategy, many farmers who previously 
produced ftKXI for local communities start producing cash crops sixrh 
as co ffw  or su ^r. These are exports on tl% world market, ami 
compete with other third worid countries’ exports thus driving the 
prices dtnvn. The little haixl currency generated from this process is 
then used for debt servicing first, and maybe eventually for 
importing food stuffs which are eventually supposed to feed the 
communities that had been locally supplied with food. This importmi 
food is very expensive and local farmers have \%ry little  money 
because the prices vrere dri\ren down on their cash croj». 
Furthermore, there is not enough di\mrsity of affordable food to 
maintain a healthy diet. Farmers and their families then end up poor 
and malnutritioned and evmtually can't afford to keep their land. 
They cell it to  a transnational corporation and either move to the 
city to look for scaree menial work, end up working as exploited 
s^sonal workers for the transnational corporation on what had been 
tireir land, or simply starve to death. This is xenario number one on 
the i t ^  to dev^pnmnt.
The second trade-off is the use of land-saving versus latxwr- 
saving technological change in the development of the forces of 
prcKfuctkm. In ordtt' to reduce product k)n costs a ref to protkjce 
ecoiwmies of scale there is an increa% in the use of teclmology timt
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reduces tebour costs. However, thés c e u m  a decrease In the 
productivity of the land due to  the environmental degradation 
associated with this technology. This in turn, requires the use of 
further technological inputs. This costly mechanization process can 
only be affortted by the countries' élites or by TNte. This 
mechanisation and subsequeit ir^reases in productton %rve to  
reinforce and increase the polarisation o f wealth and power w ithin 
tim t region, and thus makes the supply of cheap focxl to the pow 
mwe scarce.
This strategy requires that the farmer use expensive 
technology and ci^m icals In order to  Increase productivity to  avoid 
the scenario of the firs t trade-off. Most small farmers do not have 
the nwney fo r th ^ e  inputs, or the large tracts o f lar%* required fo r 
econmnies of scale that make the investment worthwhile and R) do 
not aw ki the firs t scenario. On the other land, those w ith lots of 
money and ^nd can afford these inputs and so benefit avoiding 
scenario number one. However, scenark) number tv ^  is that this 
Incr^sed productivity strips the soil o f nutrients, l iv in g  it 
unusable without further chemical Inputs. This costs nwre money. 
The tractors break down and parts must be Imported. This costs 
more money. The high prmducing \%heties o f the crops are highly 
susceptible to  ;%sts, drought and disease, thus requiring pestickiœ 
and r r ^ t io n  systems. This costs mwe money. The b ^ o m  Wno in 
scenario two is tfm t it is only the farmers w ith the most mor%y that 
benefit from using th is proems and tha t make the most prt^its. 
Usually this is f^e ig n  agrotHJsinesses, TNCs or the c o u n try * élite. 
Everyone else fails Into scermno number one.
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The third trade-off is the exploitation of cheap labour as a 
source of chwp food. Unable to compete with the large-^ale 
capitalist production of ftxxd crops, peasant farmers afo forced to 
atmndon sutelstence production for wage labour for ^rge-scale 
prodwers. ^ a u s e  of the large supply of available latx)ur, wages 
am topt down. This in turn k%ps prodi^tion costs ctown b^ause of 
tf% ch^p  labour provided jusan ts  who are ^ id  fc r̂ely enough to 
bt^ die food they need to survive.
The ®<-f8rnr»rs in scenario number one who managed not to 
starve now work for a brge company. Becau^ there are so many of 
then, the comfanies don't have to pay ttem very much. The ex- 
farmers are relatively desperate because they don’t want to starve 
and so will work for very little. The companies in turn don’t pay 
v&y much for labour costs, keep th«r prodtxrtion costs dowi and 
therefore rrake more profit. These products are exported to the 
first world, which tmnefits from low prices. The ex-farmers, 
however, make Ijarety enough to feed their families even though it is 
their labour that makes the profits for the companies and keeps food 
prices low in the firs t world. If these ex-farmers tton’t make enough 
money, or don't compfy with the terms of the company, tf%y ami/or 
their families simply starve.
Th%e scenarios are operating systematically in most parts of 
the third world. The trade-offs in the provision of cheap food that 
they represent are c lw r contradictions in t^m s of the ability for 
gnwth-txIentKl s tra ttle s  of development to provide ftxxf 
provision. This has 1^ to a situation whero affordabte food ts not 
available to those that need it the most. These contradictions
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r e ^ i  some of the faulty assumptions that ere at the core of 
development strategies led by economic growth.
2. Jhdusîria!jsasion.anîLîecîîtiQlosy
IncUJStrialisation and technology are seen by convwtional 
economy theory ^  the most efficim t avenues to economic growth. 
Hovwver, these strategies increase production lewis for those who 
can afford the capital goods at the ^pe^se of those who can't afford 
tfmm, and at the expose of tl% batence b ^w ^n  the environment arW 
people, many of whose socio-cultural arrangements have been viable 
for himdreds of years. Technology has repWced ancieit knowledge 
systems with technical quick-fixes which often, as seen in the 
Green Revolution, cause more problems than they solve (Shiva, 1991; 
R ^ iif t ,  1987; Conway & Barbier, 1990; Katzman, 1987; Tauæig, 
1981; Omstein & Ehriich, 1989).
The understanding of technology in the first world has been 
transformed in recent decades. It is no longer viewed as a m^ns, 
but as a reified, self-perpetuating cycle; an end in itself. B%ause 
of this we now seek technological miracles for technological 
disasters, which themselves were previously viewed as 
techrrolc^ical miracles. We are so lost in our t%hnok%i^tion that 
we fail to ^  that it is human ^sterns and values that are at the 
root of the probtems, ^ d  not tKhnology per Thus, our relance 
on the ultimate techno-fix is serving to increase our blimfness to 
the roots of the problems (Ullrich in ^chs, 1992; Ellul, 1984;
L e ^  19%).
It is a fallacy that technology is neutral. Technc^w Is 
neither design^ nor employed in a v^uum. Rather, it is the product
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of empowered human systems. Because of this, technology reflects 
the biases and values of the system in which it was designed to 
operate. It is not surprising, then, that technology created in the 
capitalist, growth^criented and empowered élite serves best at 
benefitting those groups who most benefit from those systems. îtor 
is it surprising that the biases and contradictions of that 
empowered ^s te m  are transmitted and reinforced through the use 
o f this technok^y.
Industrialised production is considered the most efficient 
strategy for economic growth, which is the main goal of 
development, industrialised production has a very specific set of 
requirements in order to  be efficient, for example, urbanisation, 
sectoraiisation, large tracts of land, large amounts of capital and 
t%hnolc%iy, and a cheap labour force. These requirements are, 
however, very costly not only monetarily, but also socioculturally 
and environmentally.
In terms o f agricultural production, large tracts of land are 
necessary in order to  create an economy of scale that will produce 
enough surplus to  pay fo r the technological and chemical inputs that 
become necessary, as ^11 as maintaining a p ro fit margin. This 
nec^sahty means that the land ownership is concentrated to  a 
relatively few owners. This forces many non-land owners, many o f 
who may have previously owned small tracts  of land fo r family 
farms, to  work as cheap wage labour fo r these industrialised 
agpxAi&in^ses. I ^ t  only does this create a concentration o f larKl, 
but also of profits, which have a tendency not to  trickle down to
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former land owners. This cycle of technok^lsation reinforce and 
incloses the polarisation of wealth and power.
The basis for this environmental destructiveness of 
agrobusiness is intensive and extensive monocropping, i^ lch  Is the 
practice of planting single crops or raising one s|»cles of animat in 
one large area of land. This requires tai^e scale destruction of 
natuiat habitats, including artificial fertilization and irrigation, and 
chemical attacks on 'weeds’ and 'pests’. These mtwKWultures drain 
nutrients from the soil and imported high-intensity fertilizers 
poison much of the supporting micro-ecosystem (bacteria, worms, 
small animals etc.) in the soil, while stimulating the growth of the 
crop as well as the 'weeds'.
These practices are also responsible for soil compaction, 
steady wind and water erosion, the reduction of the soil's ability to 
produce without larger and larger inputs of chemical agents, the 
gradual creation of more chemical-resistant 'pests’ and wwds', 
greater exposure of farm families to chemicals, the destruction of 
species diversity, foods laced with residues, and g ra te r off-farm 
environmental damage from chemical run-off. This kind of 
agriculture steadily reduces the productive capacity of the ^ il,  
with decreasing crop yields. We will simply not be able to keep 
farming in this way for long because it destroys the material basis 
of farming. In the end, ’ victory’ over the limitations of tl% 
bmsphere Is achieved at tfw cost of lowering the teng term 
agricultural pnxluctive capacity. This clearly makes these practices 
ursi^ainable (Clow, 1991).
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UriHinjsation is also associated w ith industrialisation. There 
are many rasons for this. One reason is that rural areas no longer 
provide the basic n%ds for survival for many people due to the 
industrial transformation of rural areas. Increased taxes Is often 
used as a strategy fo r the state to  increase available capital that is 
required fo r industhailsation. Services, such as education and 
h ^ lth  care, a ^  tend to tse concentrated in urban centres. These put 
pre^ures on rural f^ p ie , to obtain wage labour a t jobs which are 
usia lly concentrated in urban centres. These factors contribute to  
urban pollution, un^p loym ent, poor living conditions, and over­
crowding as urban centres are increasingly unable to  meet the needs 
peopte.
The increase o f wage labour due to Industrialisation tends to  
create a class stratification that separates those who own 
businesses and those who work for them. These classes are 
differentiated In terms of status, wealth and degree of job control 
and opportunities. Furthermore, this stratifica tion has less to  do 
with comn^tence and competition, than with power, money and 
status. The industrialisation process tends to  increase the divisions 
between these classes by failing to  provide adequate social services 
amj by perpetuating a system that requires a cheap latx)ur force that 
necesMrily marginalises the ji^ p ie  who are forced to  participate in 
th is  exploitation.
There is a certain paradox associated w ith industrialised 
development. In order to  achieve prosperity one must increase 
wonomic (^nowth and profits through industrial production.
However, th is r^u ire s  large amounts o f capital and expensive
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technology, which is precisely what was lacking in the firs t pWce. 
The obv^ur> conclusion to  this paradox is that one must already be 
developed in order to develop. This Catch-22 situation is at the root 
of the spral o f under and over dev^opment.
Howewr, even for 'developed' countries industrialisation is an 
expensive venture requiring continuous inputs of capital. Thk has 
contributed to  the sitim tion where national deficits are spiralling 
out of control in order fo r countrWs to stay developed. The ^su ing  
cut'backs to  spending in 'tow p rio rity ’ areas, such as social %rvices 
and employee benefits, undermines the lower class’ ability to  
function productively in a way that benefits the state, thus costing 
the state even more to  maintain their survival (Redclift, 1987; 
Taussig, 1981; DeJanvry, 1981; Conway & Bartxer, 1990; Shiva, 
1991; 1986; Ullrich m Sachs, 1992).
Given these contradictions o f technology and industrialisation 
it IS clear that their roles in development need to be re-examined, 
and that development strategies driven primarily technology and 
industrial production shouki be similarly questioned.
3. EcomceDiric_Appmacbesj;o_Daahpment
Egocentric refers to  an individual that focuses on his or 
herself to  the exclusion o f others. Econoc^tric refers to  the over­
emphasis of the economic knowledge system to  the marginalisation 
of other systems, variables and in té rê ts . The currmvt devetofmient 
strategy is d e c id ^ iy  M onocentric. Economics Is o f primary 
import mice in develc^mwnt, and even wtmn other is s i^  are 
discussed, the discourse, the knowledge and value systems, as well 
as the analytic processes are ^m ina ted  by Monomlcs. Thk is
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structurtfly reinforced the governmental and dusti^ss 
organisation of the institutions involved m development discourse, 
and by the power distribution within (and withheld by) these 
institutions.
An wnpo««r«i %onocenthc apprwch to development has 
n^essarily been at the expense of the environment, socio-cultural 
concur», women, grasawts approaches, and other knowled^ 
systems, ^ a u s e  these aspects are important to develofmient, it is 
clear that an Konocentnc appro«:h to development is necessarily 
d^icient. This does not mean the abandonment of économes, just 
the recognition that «:onomics is but one component of knowledc^ 
and development; a component which is currently empovrerW and 
biwed (Shiva, 1969, 1991; Mies, 1986; Esteva in Sachs, 1992; 
&)de^, 1988,19A); Burger, 1990).
4. The Marginalisation of Women. Subsistence Production and the
InfommLSeztor
Following the tradition of first-world colonialism, there has 
been an ongoing imposition of the first-world conceptualisation of 
the |X)litlc8l economy, along with its assumptions and 
contradictions, w ito more marginalised groups, including the third 
w)rid. This is directly related to the imperialist biases inherent In 
an wonocwitric viston of devetopment. There have been numerous 
a ffw ts  of this, which will be re s ile d  through examination of tf% 
n%rginaliwtion of women, subsistence production and the informal 
ecoTKxny.
One group of effects is a set ideological changes that has 
wctared becau^ of this im^>sitk)n. These ideological changes can
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be m nurrttfous contœtts, te it o f the most s i^ ific e n t ts e 
chan^ in the relationship between humans and the environment. 
People were at one time required to  be intimately touch and 
knowledpMble aWut the natural world around them. This was a 
necessity fo r survival. This set o f basic knowledge has been 
replaced by an understanding of survival skills fo r profit-drismn 
market-based systems. People have lost touch w ith the d lw s lty  of 
nature and our intimate dependence upon it fo r survival and W k  
bdng (Ornstein & Ehrlich, 1989; Esteva in Sachs, 1992).
Tfmre have been change In the relatitmship between people, 
tfw  tend, the environment and production. There has been a shift 
frwn use-value end subsistence production, to  exchange value, 
commodity surplus prtKfuctlon and wage labour. Through thte 
process, peoples* perception o f tfw ir surrounding erMronnwnt 
changed from being the provider of life 's  necessities which is to  be 
nurtured, to  a set of natural resources to  be exploited. This 
distorted view of modernity has been encouraged heavily in the third 
world (Taussig, 1980; Shiva, 1989; Redclift, 1987; Sahlins, 1972; 
&)de^, 1988, 1990; B u r^ , 1990).
The changes in production wrought by firs t wwrkf intervention 
and conventional nottens of develo^nent Imve been devastatir^ to 
rural life  and culture in both the firs t and th ird  worlds. Tl% effects 
o f thte p r% e# have been wktesprMd. One sw h example te tlw  
sectoralteation o f production, and specifically o f agricultural 
prediction, which has marglnaSsed at b ^ t ,  a/Kf destroyed a t $#wst, 
the com pl^ities and value o f rural life, including Its  community-
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l»sed social a r^ cultural structures (£^ Janvry, 1981 ; Taussig, 
1980).
It can be seen tW  the effects of what have been labelled 
‘economic changes', siÆh as sectoralisation, market exchange, 
commodity surplus production, economies of scale, to  name a few, 
can not be evaluated solely on an economic basis. Economic 
m m ures can not ac^uate ty evaluate the worth of agricultural 
production in content o f the holistic socto-cultural benefits of rural 
community life. This is b%ause the value determined by shadow 
pricing is based solely on economic values which do not take into 
account sociocultural value of a given practice.
The Imposition of market-based and profit-oriented capitalism 
that has characterised the interaction t^tween the firs t and third 
worlds hM posed numerous contradictions in terms of development. 
One such contradiction is the marginalisation of the informal sector. 
The definition o f the informal sector is both variable and vague, 
often best described as ‘what’s not m the formal sector'. Typically, 
this includes cottage industries, street vendors, subsistence 
prodiœers, cra ft production, petty producers and traders, and any 
o th #  econwnic activity that can not readily be measured. This 
de fin it^na l ‘fuzziness’ and the variation w ithin it, reinforces the 
jus tifica tion  fo r its  marginalisation. That is, the informal sector is 
inatkquate^ defined, and ^ a u s e  of th is it is not dealt w ith 
ad^uateiy. However, the usual r^s o n  for not examining the 
informal sector is precisely because it is not well defined.
Furthermore, the ecomîcentric irœasures and analyses 
s f^ ific a ily  (S igned  fo r the formal sector are understandably
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problematic when applied to the informai sector. This is precisely 
because the informal sector is inadequately defined and is clearly 
'that which is not part of the formal sector'. The 'immeasurability' 
of the informal sector using these formal sector econometrics is 
also u s ^  as a justification for the marginalisation of the informal 
sector. Thus, the econocentric mKhanisms of analysis and 
conceptual framing of the issues of development through the 
dominant paradigm serve to reinforce and increase the 
marginalisation of the informal sector (Redclift, 1987; Shiva, 1989, 
Berthoud in Sachs, 1992).
In addition, subsistence t%hnology app^rs to be 'backward* In 
comjMhson to the ‘wonders’ of 'modem' technology, which is the 
main pillar of ‘progress’. The key to surplus production and progress 
IS to cut labour costs, which necessarily affects those being used as 
cheap labour. One result of this is that fom er subsistence 
prodi^ers constitute the hidden non-wt^ed ba% for extended 
reproduction of capital. Thus, e\^n though the fommi SKtor is 
dependent on the sup|X)rt of those working in the informal sector to 
supplement wages it also marginalises it, constraining its ability to 
provide this supjiKjrt (Mies, 1986; Shiva, 1989; lliich in Sæhs,
1992; Sbert in Sachs, 1992).
In addition, there is a value judgement associate with the 
formal/informal sector dichotomy in that things associated with the 
formW sector are considered valuable (technt^ogy, g iw th , 
indiKtrial production) and are therefore emphased. Conversely, the 
infirmai sector and its associates are de-emphasized or 
marginalised. Also associated with the dichotomy of the formal
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/informa} sectors is that o f poverty and wealth. Poverty is 
associated with the informal sector both because the poor work in 
the informal sector and because the informal sector is poor' work. 
This association reinforces the value juc^ement and the 
marginalisation of the informal sector.
To further complicate matters, there is a gendered division of 
labour associated w ith the formal and Informal sectors. The formal 
^ t o r  which is capital intensive, technologically more advanced, 
and has better incomes is mainly the domain of men, whereas the 
bulk of the labour power in the informal sector is female (Mies, 
1986).
In many more traditional societies, women are responsible fo r 
the provision of a large proportion of basic needs provision. 
Traditional women’s work Is productls^, reproductive and often 
inw lves sustainability. Women are not only res|K}nsible for 
biological reproduction, but a l^  o f social neprodiKtion through the 
care and Question o f children. But this work Is considered as non- 
vrork in our surplus-production-oriented world view. Thus the 
appropriation of surplus, necessarily associated w ith the formal 
sector, is intrinsically interwoven w ith the establishment o f 
patriarchal control over women as the main producers and 
sustainers of life (Mies, 1986).
The informal sector also includes sustainable activities such 
as collecting firewood, food preparation, working in a garden plot 
fw  food, the clothing ami housir^ of ( ^ ^ e .  Most of the% tasks 
that address basic needs are the responsibility of women. Because 
o f this, women are most involved in the maintenance o f the
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environnant anti of the resources that tN y  (fepwrti on heavily fw  
survival. This is especially the case in rural settings. These 
activities are not adequately esmluateti by focussing on the formal 
sector. These activities, which operate primarily w ithin the 
informal sector, form the bulk of that which is directly affected by 
the ideological anti socio-cultural changes associated w ith the 
adoption o f the econocentric \mlues inherent in our political 
KCHîomy (R ^c lift, 1987; Mi%, 1986; Shiva, 1989).
The adoption of this modernisation conceptualisation of the 
^ lit ic a l economy intensifies these contradictions and dichotomies 
which pit the exploitation of natural resources, the formal sector, 
anti men against sutaistence production, the Informal sector anti 
wwnen, in the cruel game of urderdevefopnoent and poverty. This can 
be seen from the following all-too-typical scenario: In an attem pt 
to overcome the dilemma of jroverty men enter the formal sector 
which, through the exploitatiw i o f natural resources, causes 
environmental degradation. This in turn increases the burden on 
women’s work in the informal sector by making scarce these natural 
resources on which women depend heavily fo r basic needs 
mamtenance. This often forces women to  actopt environmentafly 
unsustainable practices in order to  survive, in th is way, families 
faced w ith po\%rty are in a Catch-22 situation o f the intertwined 
dichotomies o f the format/informal sector, environmental 
degradation/sustainability, and o f a gemtered division o f Wbour 
(Mies, 1986; Shrva, 1989; Redclift, 1987).
Thifô It can be %en tha t there is a marginatisation o f the 
informal sector. This is partially caused, and reinforced by the
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impo^tion on the third world of a modernisation conceptualisation 
of political economy. This has caus^ numerous impacts and 
contradictions in tem% of development. This is due to the fact that 
this conceptualisation of the political economy ignores the 
complexities which are intertwined with the socalled informal 
sector, including environmental sustainability, gender issues, socio­
cultural support structures and basic needs provision.
5. Ite  .Cmt̂ h.on-BesiUf(as.aQd_tbê Dviroamerii
ThrtHjgh the process of Industrialised development the 
environment has been transformed from an integral contact of human 
existence into 'natural resources’, which are to be exploited in order 
to achieve prosperity. ‘Natural rescHJrces’ have no \mlue of their 
own, but are considers* elements sutyect to the forces of supply and 
demand This r^uctionist view denies that natural resources have 
an intrinsic value and are i^ r t of Kolt^ical systems that can incur 
permanent systemic changes.
It has become clear over the past dœade that there has been an 
over exploitation of natural resources causing serious environmental 
degradatUm. This has posed some senous questions as to the limits 
of growth and productiwi. According to Cfow ( 1991: 4), the 
fe^back ^ e c ts  environmental degradation onto the economy are 
becomlr^ incr^singly marked:
**The Wrge and «qx»ndng *^>logical d»nand’ of tf% economy is 
taking us in a tightening spiral towards ecok^ical exhaustion. We 
are destit^ing the biosphere at a rate such that it can rK>t 
r^ l^e rs te  itsd f nor d n tr t^  the toxic sub#ances that we haw 
depMited into it and furthermore we are Impairing the biosphere’s 
cai^bilities to do so.”
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Thus there is a decr^se  in the availability o f resources on which we 
incr^sing iy depend as the scale o f our economic activities 
IncrMses (Dow, 1991: 2).
Thus there is a contradiction in sustaining economic 
devetopirænt and environmental d^radation  because the 
'progression' o f capitalism is to  be in the direction of increase 
economic productivi^. However, this process is degrading the 
environment in ways that is decreasing p r^u c tiv ity .
One problem m that there is an assumption that resources are 
divisible and can owned. There is no acknowledgement that 
resources are related to  each other in the natural environment, as 
part of environmental systems. Thus, market mechanisms fail to  
allocate environmental goods and services effectively p r^ ise ty  
because environmental systems are not divisible, f r ^ u ^ t ly  do not 
reach equilibrium positions and incur changes which are not 
reversible, in other words, the properties of ecological systems run 
counter to  the atomistic-mechanical world view of modernisation 
economics. Economics s  not adapted to consider total changes, 
SImitariy economic theory had d ifficu lty  in recognizing that both 
ecological and social systems evolve over time, in ways which 
chan^ both o f them. ( R ^ lif t ,  1987: 40-1).
This is exacerbated by the use of ecor%%entric metlwds of 
analysis which do not d ifferentiate b e tw ^n  sustainable and 
ursustainabte procMction, then ctxnpounds the error by ^n o rir^  
process^ such as necycting and energy conversion whKh ck> not lead 
to  the production o f g ^ d s  or marketabte services.
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Furthermore, most of the problems assoctated wfth the 
environnant and development can not 1% adequately dealt with by 
politicians because the problems are long term with slow changes, 
and f^liticlans ha\« little  incenti\Æ to tackle or even to identify and 
analyse long-term trends. Even if elected officials could perceive 
thoi^ trmds, they are unlikely to be able to influence such ‘slow 
events' before the next election (Ornstein & Ehrlich, 1989: 151).
Thus, the political economy is faced with the contradiction of 
continued growth and resource exploitation versus environmental 
degradation and the limits to growth which we aœ rapidly 
approaching. Furthernwre, the» contradictions are not addressed 
sistainable growth approaches because they do not adequately 
address the fundamental issues of industrialisation, growth, and the 
Interdependence of ecological systems which are integrally related 
to the probtems of environmental degradation (Sachs, 1992; 
Caldicott, 1992; Redclift, 1987; Shiva, 1991).
6. Power, t he State and the.lnteraattonal. Political Economy
Power Is often ignored in political-economic analyses. It is 
a»umed that ‘a le\æl playing field' is all that is required, even 
though the %on(mic and political power of the players is grossly 
distorted. ‘Equal opportunity' co^rs up the fact that rm>st playe's 
are losers, and the losers are those with the least amount of 
^onomic and political |X)wer.
A further assumption is that there is relatively equal access 
to, and equal terms of trade on international markets. This has 
proven to not tm the case, primarily due to the fact that tl% 
international markets are not neutral politically or economically.
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They are heavily Influenced ^  power and profit, most of which is 
concentrated in the firs t world. One example of these market 
distortions is the existence of structura l surpluses in the firs t 
world caused by the prevaler^e of agrobusiness, protectionism, 
ta riff escalation and value adding. These have clear detrimental 
effects on the terms o f trade and tl% access to  worki markets of 
other countries. Because of th is it  is necessary that power be 
evaluated as an essential variable at alt levels o f analysis.
In recent decades the international political economy has 
become increasingly important and powerful. There has been 
pressure jiWaced on states to  make national borders tra n ^ re n t to  
TNCs and foreign investment. This erosion o f state pmver 
undermines the viability of smaller domestic companies that can’ t 
compete with large and powerful TNCs thus crippling the country’s 
ability to  have productive domestic companies. This erosion of 
state power also undermines countries’ domestic productive 
capacity as well as the sta te 's ability to  pursue national domestic 
interests, This makes it questionable as a primary appmach to  
international development.
The state is s ^ n  as the nain bcus of deimlopment because of 
its access to  credit and capital necessary fo r in d u s tria lis t 
development. Significant increases In p rtu c tio n , speclflca% of 
commodity production fo r export on to  the world market, are 
n e c ^ ^ ry  In o rd ^  to  generate capital which is crucial fo r debt 
payments and fo r the % quisitlon o f capital ^ t s .  it is also 
incr^sing ly ftu ire d  fo r the importing o f food becau% o f the 
substftutksn of commodity prediction fo r food production, and
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of the ctecnease in productitxi due to environmental 
d^rsdatbn c a u ^  the Invasive agricultural procedures required 
for this increase in production, it should also be noted that 
agrteuiturai production by TNCs does not necessarily fe ^  peoF̂ e. 
Idwlly, however, the capita) generated by the export of commodities 
is to cover the expenses incurred in importing food products as well 
as to |»y off the defteit.
However, it is rare that this scenario turns out as planned, the 
main reasons for which stem from the fact that this vision of 
devWopment contains several faulty px-emises and assumptions. One 
nMSon this reinvestment into rural sectors, environmental 
protection and basic needs i^ovision doesn't occur is that these 
ecofwnies are ca ^  hur^ry. Thus the gc»l of "n»ke rm>ney make the 
most money" Iwds towards the never endir^ cycle of "invwstment- 
production-profit-and-reinvestment" {Clow, 1991: 8). With the 
complications and contradictions of trading on the world market 
profits are quickly gobbled up through debt s lic in g  and 'necessary' 
investm ent in orcter that the country come out on top in the next 
round. This results in placing necessary investment into 
environmental protection and basic i%eds provision on the b ^k  
burner. This results in increasing the burden on those whose 
surwval de|%nd most heavily on these resources. This further 
In c fM i^  the depletion of resources, and thus perpettmtes the cycle 
(Bartow &C»npbefl, 1991; CIDA, 1991; Oow, 1991 ; Dehf & Cobb, 
1989; Gill & 1988; Jenkins, 1992; Lumnxs in Sachs, 1992;
1 9 ^  WorWBank, 1991; V̂KZED, 1987).
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Furthermore, there is an assumption that the state has the 
c a ^ c ity  and ^ i r e  to  protect citizens and small businœses from 
negatism market forces. However, the ability o f the state to  do this 
is necessarily lim its  by TNCs, SAPs, and foreign in v ^ m e n t which 
r^ u lre  the alteration o f the functioning o f the state In order that 
they can o^^rate ^fectlveJy. Dependency on foreign investm w t and 
TNCs directly undermines the s ta te ’s responsibility fo r the 
p ro t^ tio n  of vulnerable citizens and businesses from the n a t iv e  
dominating effects of the International market.
Even though the political economy may be t%coming 
increasingly international, the underlying power structures and 
assumptions on which it lies has not changed under the New 
Interrmtional Division of Labour, nor fave the fundamental control 
centres fo r power amd capital changed significantly. As Janvry 
(1981: 181) explains, ’’the bipolar (articutated-disarticulated) 
accumubtion process is being transformed ... but at the same tln%, 
its internal logic is t^ing  preserved” . In fact, recent change in the 
g lo t^ l economy serve to  reinforce and intensify the contradictory 
dynamics of the political economy in terms of devek^xnent. Thus 
the dynamics o f power, the state and the international political 
economy do not qserate in a manner that is beneficial fo r 
development ( [^  .Mnvry, 1981; Jenkins, 1992; torcffflk, 1991; Mies, 
1986; Nam^ in &Khs, 1992).
Summary
The ^b le m a tiq ue  that emeF^nes from these cw itradlctions 
re^raais several disastrous problems o f a gk)bal nature. Tfw firs t o f 
these is a spiral o f over-development and the n^essarity
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accompanying spiral o f un(tordeve)opment. The second is an incremse 
of envif«imentaf d^radation  to  the extent tha t we are j^pardrsing 
our collective survival. The th ird result is an exponential extinction 
of both species and cultures which are boom ing increasir^ly more 
vulnerable to  th ^ e  e ffe ts  of t h ^  strategies. The bottom 'ine is 
that we, along with all o f the living inhabitants of the planet, are in 
seious trouble b^ause o f the contradictions inherent in the current 
strategies of dew lopm eit.
Furthemwre, it can be seen that these contradictions are m t  
addressed, but are in te n s ifié  by m ainstr^m  development or 
sustainable growth approaches, it  is clear, then, that an alternative 
conceptualisation of sustainable development is niæded in order to  
a d d fé s  these contradictions as well as issues raised in earlier 
chapters. The proposal of such an alternative w ill be discussed in 
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER m m  
m M i î s m r m
The contradictions associa te  w ith our current strategies o f 
developnwnt were discussed in the prevtmjs chapter, it can ai%  1^ 
se#i tfm t mainstream 8M>ro%hes to  envelopment and sustWnaWe 
grmwth approach^ play right into these contradictlor^. Because of 
th is an alternative conceptualisation o f sustainable development Is 
needed in &râer to  address the% co n tra t^ tb n s . ^W ressing these 
contradictions is necessary in order that our development strategh^ 
have the potential to achieve global survival and well-being w ithout 
beng jeo j^rd^ed  by the spiral of over and under envelopment and by 
environmental destruction. The definition and discussion o f the 
alternative conceptualisation o f sustainable development will 
provide clarification fo r implementing an effective programmes o f 
sustainable developnwnt. This is necessary in order to  provide a 
t^s is  fo r comi^rison arKf evaluation of NAFTA.
There have been several envelopment theorists that have been 
working w ith alternative conceptualisations o f sustainable 
development. However, because these alternative persp^tives are 
fairly new in terms of development theory, they can not te  
considered as unified into a single coherent alternative theory of 
sustainab' Jopment, I teve therefore chosen to  p ro j^ e  this 
alternative concep tua l^tion  of sustainable development which w ill 
te  discussed In this chapter. Many o f the iteas a te  approaches ot 
o t iw  sustainable development theorists have teen kw orpw atte Into 
this apprMKh.
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I have o i^ n ls ^  my discussion of this proposal around eight 
froa i ^ m s  or issues. These issues are related to  the 
contradktio%  of de\%k^ment as discussed above. The eight issims 
are holism versus r^uction ism ; whether to  abardon an ecorwcenthc 
a^sroach to  devetopn^nt; whether it is necessary to abar^on the 
pursuit o f growing prosperity as the goal of development; whether 
con tinué  economic growth is fu s ib le ; whether the pursuit of 
industrialisation and high technology are worthwhile developmental 
^m is; how to  st^ta in  diversity in the face of the crunch on 
resources arKl the environment; the need for universal basic needs 
provision; the i»ues o f gender equity; and the questions of power, 
the state and of various actors in the international economy.
As discussed ^ r lie r , the section each of the issues does 
not include a set of prescriptions for the im plem ^tation of such a 
strategy. In our technically-oriented society, th is may be 
considered a lim itation, or a failing o f such an approach. However, l 
would argue that a diverse range of practical applications or 
solutions to the problems of sustainable development are possible, 
and in fact, necessary because of the diverse ran£^ of natural 
environments, as well as the variety o f socio-cultural and political- 
economic arrangements. It m>uld therefore be counter-prodiÆtive or 
even undesirable to  suggest particular strategies of sustainable 
ctovek^ment unless it  was placed in a specific regional context, 
w ith the necessary political, socio-cultural, economic and 
enWronmental information available. Even though practical 
sMWications are not d iscuss^, it becomes clear, towever, that any 
formulation o f sustainable dexmlopment would be required to
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address these core issues in order to  avoid the detrimental effects 
of the contradictions o f developmwt. It is fo r this that my
discussion remains at the general level o f analysis. I w ill now 
address ^ c h  o f the issues separately in t f *  order in which they are 
listed.
% _ _Molism.VBm&.&eductiQDism
it IS often perceived that a definition of ‘development’ te  
presented before discussing how it to  make it sustainable. This, 
however, is impossible. The terms are conceptually Inter-dependent. 
Development implies charge, and charge which produces 
'improvement*. Some notions o f devetopn^nt may not tead to  what 
IS re ^ rte d  by e\^ryone as improvement, and some noticms of 
improvement may not te  sustainable no matter how great the 
consensus on them. It may not be posWble to alter w te t has been 
re^rded as 'development* to make it 'sustainable development*. 
Rather we must look at a single holistic process that entails both 
development, as improvement, and sustainability.
T te need to consider human desires for 'impro\%ment* togeth#- 
w ith the ecological s tab ility  o f the Earth arises from the ir intim ate 
interdependence. Human economic activity r^^uires tte  ec%ystem 
as source of resources and natural waste 'recycling*. In turn 
economic activity effects the @:osystem*s capacity to  a p p o rt 
further economic activ ity in the future. It Is therefore 
inapvroprWte to  nmfuce natural systems to  'im ^e n d m it* elements o f 
consideration, because of their interdependent relattonship w ith 
other, {im aging one ekment of the system can Irreversibb^ affect
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the entire system. Furthermore, reducing a system to its etements 
mergirtafises the \eiue and integrity inherent tn the system rtseif.
E\en an understanding of ♦he ecorKsmy is jeopardised m terms 
of reductionism through the sectoralisation of the econtmy. 
Sectoralisation forces us to examine one sector at a time and 
mei^inelises our ability to perceive trends that cross these sectoral 
bmjnderWs. That is, many trends that are important to the economy 
are invisible to sectoral analyses because they cross se rra i 
sectors.
it is similarly inappropriate to reduce socio-cultural systems 
to economic variable. In doing so there is a risk of marginalising 
the value and integrity of that cultural system. It is necessary that 
a more holistic perspKtive be taken in oider to understand and 
apprec^te the value and mterconn^tedness of the elements that 
nake up the system (Bodely, 1988, 1990; Burger, 1990; Glaeser, 
1988; Sachs, 1992; Shiva, 1989; Schumacher, 1974; Verhelst,
1990),
Z  Abamten-Econogentnsffl
Economic knowJ«jge is but one of many types of kmjwiedge. In 
terms of sustainable de^lopment, socio-cultural and environmental 
variable must be addressed in addition to ecorwmic variables. 
Sustaining socio-cultural systems Is important to any notion of 
sustainebW development, and it is inseparable from economic 
^nskferatbns.
Tfwe are clear pvblems asstxiated with an apprt^ch to 
develo^Twnt that k  centred around eccmcHnic concurs »id awlyses. 
S f^ifica lly , the econocentric goal of profit accumulation and
K)
reinvestment fails to provide necessary inputs into systems that are 
not perceived of as primarily economic.
As discussed earlier, focussing primarily on economic 
variables of the environment is inappropriate because of the 
interrelated nature of environmental systems which are non- 
divisible and incur permanent th a n ^ . Also, the use of ecomcentric 
methods of analysis does not adequately address issues relating to 
environmental sustainability because they treat sustainable and 
unsustainable production alike and ignore sustainable but ‘non­
productive’ précisés (Clow, 1991; Redclift, 1987; Shhm, 1969).
It can be seen that the effects of what have been labelled 
'economic changes’, such as sectoralisation, market exchange, 
commodity surplus production, economies of scale, are not 
exclusively economic processes, but haw negative effects on the 
holistic socio-cultural benefits of society. This includes affecting 
the relationship between people, the land, the environment and 
production. The changes in prtxiuction have been devastating to rural 
life and culture. This is one of the ways that an econocentric 
approach to development marginalises subsistence production and 
the informal sector (Dc .kanvry, 1981 ; Taussig, 1980; Sahlins,
1972; Shiva, 1989).
Furthermore, the econocentric mechanisms of analysts and 
conceptual framing of the issues of development through the 
dominant ^radigm serve to reinforce and increase the divisions 
between the formal and informal sectors and between w)men and 
men (RaJclift, 1987; Shiva, 1989; Mies, 1986). This the 
continuation of an econocentric approach to development is the
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continuation of the marginalisation of socio-cultural, 
environmental, and gerKier aspects o f development.
Because of the intertwin®3 nature of the economy, of tfw  
environm ^t, of gender, and of socio-cultural factors, as discussed 
above, it iwcomes clear that these issues must be dealt w ith as 
integral components of sustainable development. Therefore, an 
« o r ie n tr ic  approach to  development is fundamentally inconsistent 
w ith a >^abte approach to  sustainable development because it does 
not hollstlcaily recognise the value of socio-cultural, 
environmental, gendered and axzial justice aspects of development, 
a. Abandon.gcoapfidty
Dfôpite the rhetoric of economics textbooks, human needs are 
not Infinite; human wants, perhaps, but not needs. Therefore, a 
ptetrau-orlented approach, and not an ex|X)nential approach to 
growth is most appropriate to  meet these fin ite  needs. Sahlins 
(1972) argues that human ratisfaction can be achieved at a 
somewhat lower standard of living. Thus, economic growth is 
necessary and desirable only until a fin ite  standard of living has 
been reached by the majority of the population. At this stage the 
developmental focus would be solely on resource redistribution, 
environmental protection, and socio-cultural issues. This allows for 
sd ^u a te  and Integra* consideration of all the issues associated 
w ith sustainable development (lliich in Sachs, 1992; Latouche in 
Sachs, 1992; Sahlins, 1972; Schunrmcher, 1974; Traitor, 1989).
This approach implies that for some regions economic growth 
may s till be t^nefic ia l in order to  attain th is standard o f living, and 
fo r o th ^  n ito n s  no ^<momic growth should (%cur, only the focus on
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the other goals of sustainable Oeveiopn^nt as describe above. An 
additional Implication of this is that just as some regions are 
underdeveloped, others are similarly ovefdeveloi^d. These issues 
are both of great importance and must addres%d simultaneously 
as they are integieily linked. Resulting from this is that diffetent 
approches to sustainable development will necessarily be required 
for different regions, depending on their position on the continuum 
of o\rer/under*development. A further implication of a platMu- 
oriented approach to economic growth is the elimination of the 
rationale for fc^usslng primarily on w ^ lth  accumulation and 
industrial production.
±  ^Economic Growth, iDdustdalisation-aralJtechnolflgx
The rejection of an apprmch to development t»sed pritrmriiy 
on economic growth is necessary because infinite or exponential 
economic growth lies conceptually at the root of many of the 
problems associated with an econocentric approach to development. 
Economic growth should not be given precedence over issue 
asstxiated with the environment, basic needs pfovision, resource 
redistribution, cultural preservation, or gender, it is not acceptable 
for attentwn to be given to these interests 'once adeqimte growth 
has occutT^V As discussed above, an Konomic growth drl\%n 
approach only serves to marginalise these interests (CItw, 1991; 
Schunr^lwr, 1974; Trainer, 1989).
ft should also be noted that because industriali^tion is one of 
tte  primary means to economic growth, and because ecorexnic 
growth s  but one of nmny issues that comprise sustainable 
development, industrialisation should not be ccnsWerMi as a primaty
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mrans to devek)pn%nt. This ts rK>t to say tt^ t the-e should not be 
industrtelisatlon, but that bwause industrialised growth Is 
detrimental to many goals of sustainable development it therefore 
should not to  the driving force for achieving these goals. In 
addititm, the cycle of our technologisation which is at the exj^nse 
of the environment, of marginaüæd groups, and of our ability to 
create a lte rn a tif solutions clearly must to  broken (C^ Janvry,
1981; Mtes, 1986; Redclift, 1987; S h if, 1991).
En^nm ent
Systemic diversity refers to a diversity of systems, not just 
of elements. For example, genetic systemic diversity refers to a 
variety of genetic sjMCies in their natural or ecological systems, not 
just in a seed bank. The importance of biological, ecological, socio­
cultural and ideological systemic diversity must be recognised and 
protected in all aspects of development.
This is essential because it follows directly from the 
emphasis placed on a b ro ^  and diverse conceptualisation of 
sustainable development. This is also consistent with a holistic 
apprtoch becatse these elements do not «(ist in reductionistic 
ind^ndence from their natural systems. At a human level, then, it 
is inappropriate to allow that certain groups of people be protected 
independent from the stoio-cultural, ideological and environmental 
%fst«ns in which they ai% integrally linked.
Following from this respect for diversity of systems is the 
necessity for the recognition of the validity of indigenous cultures 
and kfeoiogtes. This r^pect comes in recognition of the fact that
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for thousarKk of y ^ rs  human beings have had effective systems o f 
sustainable development. These few remaining systems are being 
marginalised and destroy^ by our current id e o ^ jy  of <^\mlopment. 
These ind i^nous cultures and ideologies should re s is te d  In 
order for there to  be an appropriate global apprMch to  sustainable 
development.
It is not d ifficu lt to  see how a reductionistic approach to  
natural ecosystems contributes to  the ^p lo ita tio n  and destruction 
of these natural ^ste rns through the econocentric value of natural 
resources fo r feeding capitalist industrial production. This must be 
addressed through the recognition and protection o f systemic 
diversity in terms of ecosystems and the environment (Buigw, 1990; 
Bfxjely, 1988, 1990; Conway & Barbier, 1990; Redclift, 1987;
Shiva, 1991, and in Sachs, 1992; Verhelst, 1990).
 U n i^ [^ L M s ic _ N % d s _ E r o y i5 ia n
The provision of basic needs including ftx)d, housing, education, 
health care, and personal and cultural Integrity fo r everyone must be 
a primary goal of development. Individuals must be provided with 
jobs that sufficiently contribute to  the provision o f basic rœeds fo r 
themselves, their partners and thek dependents. In addition, 
sufficient employment must be consistent w ith the furthering o f the 
individuars personal and cultural integrity. Personal integrity 
refers to  a person's ability to  have a reasonable d e g r^  o f control 
over life  choices that a f f ^ t  basic needs provKkm fo r that 
individual as well as her/his partners and dependents. Cultural 
in tegrity refers to  an individual's ability to  pursue and participate 
in a c tiv itifô  associated w ith basic needs provision in a c o n t^  tha t
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is consistent with ti%  g ^ ls  and needs of the cultural group with 
which the individuel identifies.
Thus universal basic needs provision involves employment, 
access to  life  choices, self-determination, community, and culture.
It k  not just a n a tte r of food aid and housing projects. One 
implication o f this definition is that economic growth is not to take 
pTM«lence over un ive r^ l basic needs provision, to  be made a 
p rW ty  once adequate economic growth levels have been attained, 
fe ther that œonomic growth should be occur within the context o f 
the goals of un ivers! basic needs provision. This is necessary to 
aW d the 'back burner syndrome’ that has been Inflicted on the lives 
and well-being o f millions o f people due to  the pnmacy that has 
been given to  economic growth (Barlow & Campbell, 1991 ; Burger, 
1990; Daly & Cobb, 1989; Mies, 1986; Shiva, 1989).
Follmving the GerKier and envelopment perspective (GAD), the 
continuation o f élitism  is clearly linked to  the continuation of 
patriaichy. In order to  achieve social justice fo r women and men, it 
is therefore necessary that both patriarchy and élitism be 
«jdressed.
As discussed previously, the gendered division of labour is 
8%ociated w ith the fermai and informal sectors. Traditionally, 
women’s work s  iro d ic tive  and reproductive. Wcxnen are not only 
responsible fo r btok^tcal reproduction, but also o f social 
reproduction th ro i^h  the care and education o f children. This work 
Is marginalised by an econtxrentrk world view. In addition, women’s 
work in the informal sector often includes responsibility fo r basic
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needs provision end environmental sustainability. Women are most 
in w lv ^  in the maintenance of the environment and of tfw  rosourc^ 
that they depend on heavily fo r survival, especially in rural settings. 
These activities form the bulk of tha t which is directly 
margirmlised by the adoption of econocentric approach to 
devek)p7Wit (Mies, 1986; Rectelift, 1987; Shiva, 1989, 1991).
Therefore, patriarchy and élitism must be addressed in terms 
of women’s producti\% and reproductive ro te  in society, in a way 
that addresses both practical and strategy: gender needs. This must 
be done as an integral process o f susta in sde ve lo p m e n t in order 
to  achieve a stKiety whose gender roles are not grounded in 
patriarchy and class polarisation (Mies, 1986; Redclift, 1987;
Shiva, 1989, 1991).
& Eoisej:,JbÊ„Staîe,andJï3fi.lDîfioiaxicna]^üîi£il.XcfiDQiïiy
National environmental, sociocultural, gender, and basic 
needs gc^ls w ill be virtually Impossible to  achieve unless the state 
has the ability to s^dress domestic concerns that relate to  these 
needs w ith relatively little  international interference.
International organisations and treaties must not impede a state’s 
ability to  achieve these goals. D ifferentials in power and class 
must be identified and addressed as important variables in the 
operation of national and international relations. Furthermore, TNCs 
must be held accountable fo r the ir operations in terms of the 
continuation o f domestic strategies fo r these n ^ d s  in the country 
of operation. This is necessary b e c a i^  o f the contradlettons 
associated with the state and international political economy 
(Bartow & ^m p b ^ l, 1991; Berthoud in Sacl%, 1992; Dow, 1991;
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Ds^ & Cobb, 1989; Giil & Law, 1988; Gwdnwn & Ledec, 1986;
1991).
&uiaaaiy
The dtKwsslon amund these eight issues reveals a set of 
pnAiematiques that must be addressed in some form in any 
application of the alternati\% conceptualisation of sustainable 
development. In fact, for any programme or r^im e of development 
these dynamics m ist be addressed in on3er that this devdopmental 
system Is not pl%u«j the contradictions of development ami tl% 
^ irtlca l economy as identified earlier. This is also necessary in 
order to awW the spiral of over and under de\«lopment and 
enidronmental degradation.
These eight issues can also be applied to evaluate the 
potential effects of development strategies, regimes and policies. 
This Is important because development decisions have the potential 
to contribute either to the furthering or the dissolution of the 
contradictions of development. It is important that these policies 
are examined within this type of framework because often, in using 
sectoral analyses for example, the holistic qualities of the 
problanatique siuroimding the proposed policy are not seen. 
Furthermore, the process of creating and implementing developnwnt 
policies often marginalises environmental, gendered, and socio­
cultural interests. It is precisely this type of analysis that is 
rmeded In «tamlning NAFTA, especially because of its triteteral 
application and of the range of its provisions. This is the subject of 
diKussion in the next chapter.
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m m i m  f i v e
C£.SUSI^N/^1XI^V£L0PM£NT
NAFTA presents s^nifleant changes in the operation o f the 
CaMdian, American and Mex^an economies and societies. These 
cimr^es iwtve b^sn thœ subject of much debate as to  ti% potential 
ctmtribution of NAFTA to  Caradian, American, Medcan, North 
American, and glotal devebpment. in previous chapters ! have 
discussed some of the framework around NAFTA, sustainable 
development, and the contradictions o f cteveJopnant af%l the global 
political economy. The alternative conceptualisation o f sustainable 
development was {deposed as a context to  address this 
problématique and also as a definition or clarification o f the 
parameters for paths of sustainable development. It was also 
proposed as a critical perspective on the conventional thinking 
underlying the rationale o f NAFTA. In this Chapter I w ill assess 
some o f the potential effects of NAFTA In relation to  whether it 
adv/ances or inhibits the implementation o f the alternative 
conceptualisation of sustainable development.
This chapter is organised in sections tha t reflect those of the 
alternativre conceptualisation o f development. This allows fo r the 
examination of the issues and provisions of NAFTA in ways tha t 
reveal its  inner workings. This is necessary in order evaluate the 
potentml of NAFTA's contribution to  glotml development In terms o f 
the alternative conceptuali^tion o f sustainable development.
L  fctoljsffl-Vecsus,Redyctififlian
(>9
N ^TA ’s focus is exclusively on ‘economy* goals, indeed on the 
promotion of cor|X}fate profit. ÆI other concerns are relegated to 
virtual obscurity or Ignored wholly. This can be clearly shown in 
NAFTA's treatment of culture and agnculture.
The current 'exemption' on culture under NAFTA comes directly 
from the incor^Kjration of FT A Article 2005. However, FT A Artjcle 
2005 deals with culture essentially as a business sector, stcniiar in 
kind to the service or manufacturing sectors, for example. This 
article is supposed to allow for the protection of "cultural 
industries" in w ^s  that would not normally acceptable under the 
terms of NAFTA Itowever, if the US feels that tlwy have been hurt 
by such protection, then they may retaliate with "measures of 
equivalent commercial effect". The bottom line of this is that if 
commercial i^tallation is allowed, then fundamentally, cultural 
Industries are not exempted from NAFTA.
More fundamentally, Canadian culture can not be reduced to 
economic factoid such as cultural industries because Canadian 
culture has far more breadth and depth than couW ever expressed 
in economic terms. This reduction of culture to économes serves to 
marginalise the cultural integrity and diversity that makes us 
unic îety Canadian. This type of pmwsion orty protects business 
interests in culturally-related fields and not the artists themselves. 
This is a clear «cample how the holistic appreciation for culture is 
marginalise:! tfwough the rKJoctionistic terms of NAFTA (CCPA, 
1992; Kuehn, 1993; Wamcxk, 1988).
In terms of agriculture, the provisions of NAFTA focus only on 
agricultural commcxiities without acknowledgement of the fact that
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fo r family end local farmers agricultural production is not ju s t a job  
or a means of production. In fact, It is a way o f life  w ith many 
socio-cultural and historical factors that are in t^ ra lly  linked to  
this i%oductk>n process. ^  focussing only on the ecom>mic aspects 
o f farming NAFTA seeks to replace an entire socio-cultural ami 
histonca! system w ith a system of agricultural production that is 
based on market and profit interests. T h ^e  interests are blind to  
the socio-cultural and historical costs of the destruction o f these 
farm lt^ systems, and lea\^ Canadian farming at the mercy o f 
An%r%an a^obusiness ami of TNCs.
2.-.._.£ccBQcemnsm
NAFTA is a political-economic agreement for the creation o f a 
North American trading bloc. As such, its focus s  economic In 
nature. This section wilt provide an examination of examples of 
NAFTA's econocentrism as well as some o f their implications. The 
discussion will be in the following three sub-sections: Three 
Countries; Three NAFTAs; The Destruction of Supply Management; 
and Socio-cultural and Environmental Programmes.
IbrefiJCQUDtri^;_Tbise.NAEIAs 
NAFTA is a single trade agrém ent tha t w ill allow large 
corporations to move between three nations in order to  find the 
most profitable conditions. However, Canada, tl% US, and ^#xico 
have different histories, levels o f ^onom lc power, and d ifferent 
socio-cultural organisations. This necessarily a ffects the impact of 
NAFTA on each country t^fferentiaJly.
Canada, as compare* to the US, fms a Wrge lamf nrnss, a 
relative^' small )K>pulation, and a harsh climate. Canada is also
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h#a^^ reliant on its  natural resources and on foreign investment. 
Because o f this, the Canadian economy is vulnerable to  international 
volatile economic fluctuations. Canada also has fa r more regional 
disparities than most industrialised countries. The problems 
associated with the% structural aspects of the Can^ian economy 
will only be accentuate  under NAFTA (Griffen Cohen In Sinclair, 
1 ^ 2 : 16).
By contrast, privatisation, deregulation, and tax breaks for the 
rich have all contributed to a strong US corporate élite. This has led 
to  8 wkkning gap between the rxzh and the poor. Meanwhile, social 
services are being cut t^a u s e  of the increasing squeeze ot global 
compatitivene^ (Benn, in Sinclair, 1992: 38).
M6(ico is currently underdeveloped, envjronmentally-stramed, 
hugely indebted, and is suffering from socio-cultural and 
agricultural destruction. O fficial s ta tis tics show that 40 million 
Mexicans live in poverty. Most o f these people have no regu^r 
income, unemployment insurance or access to  social prc^rammes. 
More than half the pw pulati^ lacks access to  health care, education, 
and adequate nutrition. NAFTA is perceived as a positive direction 
fo r development by many because the increase in foreign investment 
is to  increase México's access to  hard currency and capital goods. 
Howe\^r, the recent programme of austerity, deregulation and 
restructuring, while providing greater integration w ith the US and 
benefits to  TNCs, has also ir%reased unemployment, lowered wages, 
and increased the c iin ^ te  o f anti-labour in México (Alvarez & 
kW itkza in Sinclair, 1992: 27-31 ).
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Secayse Canada, the US end México have different NstoHcai, 
socjo-cultural and political-economic circumstances a single NAFTA 
affects each country differently. Furthermore, NAFTA's 
econ%enthsm marginalises or fails to  address these differences 
bKsuse they are not stWeiy based on economic factors. One result of 
th is is that those factors which are associated w ith these historical 
and socio-cultural differences w ill be increasing^ marginali%d 
both by NAFTA’s econocentrism and through the p ro o fs  of 
harmonisation (Alvarez & Mendoza in Sinclair, 1992: 34-37).
Another issue that NAFTA fails to  address is the relative 
power differentials between the three countries. This becomes 
clear when one examines who l^ne fits  from NAFTA and who d t^ n ’t. 
NAFTA is an econocentric policy that is designed to benefit the 
élite, big business and the US with the majority of each country’s 
citizens losing, especially Canadians and Mexicans, Not only is this 
a matter of an uneven playing field, but also that the ^ m e  is r^ged 
so that the same teams always win (Alvarez & Mendoza in Sinclair, 
1992; Jenkins, 1992; kfetrchak, 1991).
IheJDestcyctioD-ûLSupî̂ iiaDagfinasot
It has been argued by many economists and pd ittc^ns that 
supply management of agricultural commodities does not d istort 
trade and that it is a legitimate management and marketing system 
for th4 production and sale o f agricultural goods (CCPA, 1992: 55). 
For tfvs reason, c^iry, poultry arxf e%s are supposed^ exempt under 
NAFTA and may continue with current supply m ana^n^n t sch^nes. 
However, the t« tt of NAFTA clearly states that th is supply 
management can only maintained fo r agricultural com m ^ities  that
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are currentîy ufWar supply management as long as it is not over­
ruled by GATT. However, under GATT, it is generally known that 
sut^ly rranagement is to be ended. In addition, NAFTA clearly states 
that there is to  be no introduction of any new ^quantitative 
restrtetion or any other measure having equivalent effect on any 
agricultural goods” . This prevents Canada from implementing supply 
mamgenmnt for any other agricultural good. The outcome of this is 
that between NAFTA and GATT th ee  is to be no su j^ly management 
of agricultural commodities. There are numerous consequences of 
this.
One consequence stems from the fact that Canadian farmers 
are currently at great disadvantage as compared to  American 
farmers. These disadvantages are based mainly on the smaller area 
that Carmda has devoted to  crop and farm land, on the harsher 
clirrate, and on the relatively small use of irrigation. These 
disadvantages are likely to  increase because of the decrease in 
subsidisation that has been offered, in part, by supply management. 
Under NAFTA Canada wouW be forced to com f^te more with the US, 
and w ith virtually no government backing this w ill result in the 
\4rtual destruction of the Canadian farming system as we know it 
(œPA, 1992: 57). Fwthemwre, there can be no effective support 
p r^am m es in place because under NAFTA these would likely be
as teirriers to  trade. This w ill result in the virtual destruction 
o f the Canadian Arming system as we know it (CCPA, 1992; Ritchie 
m ^ v a n ^  et ai., 1992),
In order fo r Canadian agriculture to  surviw  the conditions o f 
the p%t-NAFTA era, nany changes will be requ ire . Because
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Canadian farmers will have to compete with American farmers 
Without supply management, there will be a push towards a system 
of agnculture that is more competitive at a national level. This 
will likely mean the concentration of agricultural production to 
regions and producers that can prcKluce large quantities of 
agricultural goods at the lowest cost. This will tend to favour large 
agrobusinesses and to limit prtxjuction to a few regions In Carada. 
This wilt necessarily lead the marginalisation of family farming and 
rural life, which is already on the verge of extinction.
As Canada is forced to compete nwre and more with the US 
without the support of Canadian government systems there will 
necessarily be an incr^se in Canadian (tependenca on the US for 
more and more. One reason for this is that National treatment will 
negatively affect Canadian industries because it will inhibit 
Canada's ability to develop indigenous industry. lh>s is because the 
power differential between Canadian and American industry is such 
that the Canadian market will be dominated by American industry. 
Furthermore, the required supports for new and often fragile 
businesses will be prohibited under NAFTA because they likely will 
be perceived as trade barners. This makes Canadian business and 
industry even more vulnerable to the powerful influence of American 
industry (CCPA, 1992: 66),
Socio-Cultural and Environmental Programmes
It is usually argued that social programmes will not 
affected by NAFTA b«:ause NAFTA is on^ conc&ri&i with trade 
related provisions. The neo-liberal ideology of NAFTA is clearly 
econocentric. But, even though NAFTA purports only to affect trade,
5
the br^d-reaching economic-based provisions of NAFTA will 
neces%riiy affect the environment in which social and 
environmental protection programmes must operate. Specifically, 
the profit-driven and com):»titive environment required by and 
«(tended through NAFTA is actively ctestroymg the environment 
required for effective operation of social and environmental 
protection programmes. This is because the objectives and the 
operation of effective social and environmental protection 
programmes are fundamentally and qualitatively different than 
those o f trade policies.
The econocentric misappreciation of culture in NAFTA is a 
clear example of one of the ways that econocentric ideologies and 
policies marginalise matters tha t are not primarily economic. This 
^onocen tric  marginalisation is also fuelled through the pressures 
of harmonisation that are inherent throughout the provisions of 
NAFTA. The US has a profit-driven, privatised health system that is 
the product of the dominance of these econocentnc pressures, 
Econocentrism Is the emfx>wered ideological context in Canada, the 
US and in México, and this is reinforced and increased under NAFTA.
It is therefore unlikely that the forces of harmonisation are going to  
operate in the direction o f non-profit and universally accessible 
system of social programmes, or towards a system where 
environmental protection is the primary consideration. Rather, it is 
more likely that the harmonisation o f social and environmental 
protection programmes w ill occur in ways that are consistent w ith 
the em power^ programme of p ro fit, privatisation, and competition
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(Brooks, 1989; CCPA, 1992; !^ )y  & C c^ , 1989; Lane in (^n%ron, 
1988),
3. £cQnQmic.erowtti,JDCiustrial!satiQO,aî -Ie£bofllûgy
NAFTA is clearly a growth- oriented jw licy from its  heavy 
emphasis on Investment, industrialisation, trade-barrlers, 
compétition, and exploitation o f natural resources.
“ it [NAFTA] strfâigther» and ex parols that %cord [the FTA] to  provide 
an ewn firmer foundation for trade and inv^tm ent. It p rovide  a 
framework of rules w ithin which private-sector entrepreneurs can 
expand their market and investment activities. It is tailored for the 
demandir^ conditions of a Wrge, open economy and will rmke the 
three economies more capabk of taking on broader competition on a 
global basis'* (External A ffairs and International Trade Canada,
1993: 1).
“ [CJonsumers have ténefited from irxzreased specialization and 
choice. Spurred on by improvements in communications arKl 
transportation technology, and tl% resulting advances in business 
organization and finance, the natural barriers to international trade 
have diminished significantly” (External A ffairs and International 
Tracte Canac^, 1993: 1).
The push fo r increased competitiveness w ill necessarily lead 
to an increase in the use o f technological and chemical inputs In 
order to  push p-oduction levels. This can be seen clearly in terms of 
agriculture, where agrobusiness has replaced smaller farms. In 
order to  increase production and crop yidds there has b » n  an 
increase in tecnnological and chemical inputs. The increased 
pressures on Canadian businesses by American buane^es w ill lead 
to  a corresponding increase in industrialised and technological 
production practices.
This increase in the use of technology will haw  devastating 
effects on the environment, as was discussed in w rite r chapters.
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Ftfllh«7Tiore, technolc^y Iws fc»con^ a î< ^ f(x tl% s tra t^y  of 
downsizing. One result of this has been the creation of a more 
‘flexible’ workforce which works only on a casual or part-time basis 
(f^dœ u in Simrlalr, 1992).
In addition, prtKiuction in areas associated with industrial 
production and technology are to be expand^} under NAFT A. This can 
be seen from the following description of market opportunities for 
industrial machinery and technok^y:
“This market is expected to grow steadily over the next five years 
as Met lean manufacturers s tri\^  to improve productivity to compete 
successfully In domestic and international markets. Demand for 
machine toc^, ... and simikir production equipment and technology is 
exp»ted to ecceed $6 billion by 1994, with imports supplying most 
of the total demand. The success of the Canadian industrial trade 
fair organized in January 199 m Monterr ^ ,  has giwn an indication 
of what the NAFTA may offer v Canadian exporters in this sector® 
{External Affairs and International TrKie Canada, 1993: 38).
Thus by increasing the push on economic growth and 
competitiveness NAFTA supf^rts the increase of industrialisation 
and technology in order to achieve these goals. Because of this 
NAFTA does not ackSress, but rather fuels the spiral of 
techr»iogisat©n and industrialised economic growth (Daly & Cobb, 
1989; Jenkins, 1992; f̂archak, 1991).
£ükiroDOffifl.t
The seriousness the destruction of natural systems and the 
environment has been discussed in earlier chapters, both m terms of 
the destruction of ‘natural resources’ and the environment as well 
as of systemic diversity. NAFTA, as will be seen, has effects on
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both of these. The discussion of these effects will be divided Into 
the folkwing two sub-sections: NAFTA and the Environment and 
Resource; and NAFTA and S^temic Diversity.
NAEIÂ aî ^lffi.£nvaEQnmeûLand-Bfâ£aà£es
One of the reasons for the focus by critics on 
environmental destruction associated with free trade has been the 
denial that trade issues are necessarily linked to the environment. 
John Crosbie stated that environmental matters were not to be 
included in the FT A because “the Free Trade Agreemwt Is a 
commercial accord between the world's tw> largest trading 
partners. It is not an environmental agreement” . This clearly 
undennines our ability to address the environmental issues that are 
clearly in jeopardy because of NAFTA {Makuch in Sinclair, 1992: 66- 
7%
The maquitedoras provide a gowl exam;We environmental 
consequerœes of free tra<te with the US. After almost thirty years 
of free trade, tf«  torder zones of Mfetico are environmental d iaster 
zones. This will only increase under NAFTA as more businesses 
relcK;ate in this r^ io n  placing more pressure on alrMdy strained 
^osystems. in addition, any attempt to address environment! 
concerns would be in direct opfwsition to the liberalisation strategy 
of the explCMtation by foreign in\«stors of Mexico’s cheap labour 
force and lax environmeital regulattcms. México is tCK> poor a 
country to be able to faoe envirenm^tal protectbn issues.
One example of the lack of environmental enforcement s  that 
many Icxal people store water in drums that were used for toxic 
chemicals at maquiladora plants. Canada's relatively high
environmental standards can’t com;%te with Mexico's adequate but 
ur«nforced environmental stafKiards (CCPA, 1992: 6), The push is 
for the harmonisation of existing environmental standards and 
limiting their impact as barriers to trade, not to the raising of 
starslards (CCPA+ 1992; 6). Although NAFTA states that the terms 
of international environmental agreements will prevail given a 
situation where an environmental measure is challenged t^cause it 
restricts trade, this is inadequate for several reasons. Firstly, this 
may mean the towering of an environmental standard in preference 
of trade interests. This is likely tecause international agreements 
are often the 'lowest common denominator' in terms of 
environnwnta) standards that governments can agree on. Secondly, 
there is a very limited number of international agreements on the 
environment to Invoke should a given standard be challenged, liven 
this weak context of environmental standards, it should be recalled 
that the US government actively blocked new international 
environment agreements at the Rio summit (CCPA, 1992; Shiybman 
in Cavan^h et ak, 1992),
In terms of energy, continental sharing has different 
con^quences for Canada as compared to the US, which is a major 
petroleum importer. This integration will mean that Canada will 
face earlier depletion of non-renewable petroleum reserves because 
of our NAFTA4mpos%l obligation to sell oil and gas to the US. This 
will force the replacement of these relatively tow-cost resources 
with more expensive offshore and frontier resources, NAFTA allows 
for government subsidisation of petroleum exploration and 
development but dentos any measures that vwuld ensure that
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taxpaytng Canadians would have primary access to any d iscover}^ 
of hydrocarbons (CCPA, 1992, 19). This m ^ns that NAFTA altows 
for the US to  suck Canada dry of petroleum reserves and tte n  have 
Canadan and Mexican taxpayers p i^  for tl% exploration and 
development of new resources and then have an 'equal* share o f the 
bounty, w ithout paying a cent. In te r^ tin g ly , in Articles 316 and 
605 on proportional sharing, M6(ico, but not Oarmda, is exempted 
from proportional sharing o f non-renewable energy resources.
Water is another resource that will have drastic consequence 
fo r Canacbi. Under NAFTA all t y j ^  o f fresh water are considered 
gcxxjs, including bottled water, potable water, and ordinary water o f 
all kinds, because they were not exempted from the NAFTA ta riff 
schedule. It is conceivable that water could have been allowed 
govem m ^t restrictions in the same manner as raw logs and 
unproc^sed fish. Federal, provincial and municipal governments 
w ill be bound by NAFTA in that water as an exported good will be 
subject to  national treatment and export controls, including the 
proportionality clause. It appears that a provincial government 
could block the removal o f water from a particular source for 
environmental reasons, Ftowever, if water is to  be rem ove from a 
particular source, then there would ^  no provisions fo r that water 
to  be rfôerv« i fo r Canadian use, or fo r the discontiniation o f the 
removal o f water from that source (^ P A , 1992: 27-35; 110-115).
Farming accounts fo r 85% o f water use in California, where 
most farming occurs in a naturally desert Hike climate. Outrageous 
plans fo r billion dollar aquifers to  pipe water thousands of 
kikxnetrœ to  the US have been underway. Canada M s been an
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obvious potentiai supplier, glv«r> that Canada air^dy diverts more 
water than any other country gtohally. Furthermixe, the 
maquiladOT^s hav« been limited in productive capacity due to water 
stortage, and under NAFTA it Is not unreasonable that Canadtan 
water would be diverted to México via the US (Holm & Gutstein, in 
SInclWr, 1992: 78-83).
The proportionality clause that requires Canada to provide the 
US and México with natural resources during shortages undermines 
prc^rammes for the conservation of natural resources because tl%y 
could be perceive as barriers to  trade or non-compliance with 
NAFTA. Given the urgency of the US ne%l for Canadian water, this 
has great significance for Canadians in terms of a natural resource 
(CCPA, 1992: 110-1),
The forces of harmonisatkjn and the text in NAFTA on risk 
benefit analy%s contribute to the erosion of standards for the 
protection of the environment. It is now necessary to evaluate the 
economic consequences of a standard even if health risks are of 
concern. This was of specific concern with the FTA-imposed 
harmonisation of our f»sticide standard. The ‘balancing’ of health 
arxl Konomic concerns led to the lowering of the Canadian standard 
which was based tmly on h ^ lth  concerns (CCPA, 1992: 110-1 ),
There are numerous examples of environmental measures being 
blocked as non-tariff trade barriers. One example occurred just 
after the impterrmntation of the FT A, whem Canada challenged the 
ünit«ï States' Environmental Protection /^ency's announcement that 
it was going to phase out the piodi^tbn, import, and use of ast^tos 
over seven years following the Toxic Substances Control Act. The
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Caradian government chaHenged th^ on the basis that the regulation 
would create an unnecessary obstacle to trade. The Canmdian 
int«'est in this is based on the desire to protect the Québec 
asbestos industry (Makuch in Sinc^ir, 1892: 68). Thus it becomes 
clear that trade, business and political interests do not reflect the 
interests of the environment.
The bottom line is that the idcolc^y of liberolisation on which 
NAFTA depends require that transnational cwporations and otlwr 
large corporations exploit natural resources and low costs of labour 
In order to maximise profits. In cider for a country to take 
advantage of the foreign investment this is supported through 
fawurable tax policies and non-tariff barriers. Furthermore, the 
support of agrobusiness by the provisions in NAFTA has serious 
environmental implications through the concentration of land use, 
and increased use of chemical and technolc^ical inputs. These 
factors necessarily create a climate in which environmental 
protection is marginalised {Makuch in Sinclair, 1992: 73; CCPA, 
1992: 55-61).
NAEIA.aQd.Systfimic.Diversity
Systemic diversity of plants and animals is in jeopardy 
because of large damming and water diversion projects through the 
flt»ding of large tracts of land. In addition, the exportation of 
micro-organisms to other environments as well as change to  the 
salinity can have drastic results in aquatw ^osystems (Sinclair, 
1992).
The main threat to systemic bio-diversity under NAFTA com% 
through tl% prot«:tion of ^ t« its  for intellectual prop«ty. TTte
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Interests of biotechnology are refl«ct«i in NAFTA’s allowances for 
patent rights for plants, animals, genetic materials, and life forms 
dwlveti frwn the human ixKiy. The precedent for this com» from tf% 
GATT in the form of Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights 
(TRIPS). NAFTA article 1709:3 states:
"A Party may [boki added] also exclude from patentability; (a) 
dtegn<»tlc, therapeutic and surgical nwthods for the treatment of 
hunmns or animals; (b) plants and animals other than 
microorganisms; and (c) essentially biological processes for the 
production of plants or animals, other than non-biological and 
microbiological process for such production.”
However, article 1702 allows that parties may still “implement m
domestic law more protection of intellectual property rights"
(CCPA, 1992: 38-9). This means that the proviskîns of article Î 709
that may be excluded from patentability, may also be suf»rs«ied by
the provisions of article 1702 that allows for more strict
protection of intellectual property rights. Given the pressure and
stature of the Intellectual Property Committee (IPC), which
represents US business interests, this is more serious than
stHTiething that may ha\% to be considered, especially given the
enormous implications of these measures.
One a»umption of the patenting process as seen through TRIPs 
is that the protiKtion of monopolistic control over innovations 
results in an increase in innovations. The issue of accessibility to 
power, capital, and technology available to large transnational 
corporations as contrasted with smaller, and perhaps more 
innovative, companies is not addressed. Perhaps the logic of giving 
virtually sole research and development rights to agendas of power
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and profit needs to  questioned in terms o f its  effectiveness and 
appropriateness in meeting the needs of society.
More fundamentally, the ideological assumption of patenting or 
privatising life underlies the whole concept o f TRIPs. The ethical 
issues that are integrally involWMd are not addressed. Should life 
forms be owned fo r profit? Given that human and oth®" animals* 
^ n e s  and tissue are being used fo r the ^creation* o f other life forms 
and products, to what extent should we value and protect life?
TRIPs are contrary to, and undermine systemic diversity in that 
there is no recognition o f the interconnectedness o f ell life  or o f its 
intrinsic value which merits protection.
S. -Universal-BasicJslfieds^roYisiQn
Universal basic needs provision, as was seen in earlier 
chapters, entails a broad range o f issues. These issues are great^ 
affected by NAFTA. As will be discussed In th is section, the 
dynamics required universal t^s ic  needs provision are undermined 
and threatened by the dynamics of p ro fit and market-driven 
provisions of NAFTA. Also the ethical issue o f whether pro fits 
should be made from the provision o f food, housing, health care and 
other basic needs serv ies is not addressed. The effects of N^fTA 
on universal k^sic needs provision will be discussed in the fottowing 
three sub-s®:tions: N ^T A  arxl Food; NAFTA and Health; and NAFTA 
ami Jobs.
NAFTA and Food
The international grain industry is basically controlled by five 
trarsnational corporations. However, the primary concern of 
international business interests is not fo r individual local farmers.
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Under NAFTA, these farmers wriii have to be rrwre competitive with 
these transnational corporations and with US farmers. Currently, 
Canad^n wheat farmers make six cents on a $1.3d Ic^f of bread. 
Wayne EKter, from the hfetional Farmers Union, asks, "Hew much 
lower is low enough?" (Easter in Sinclair, 1992: 93). This is 
exKerbated because uncter free trade, any restrictions that may be 
in place to protect food pr<«luction, food quality, the family farm, 
the environment, or rural life in general, could be viewed as a trade 
barrier (Pugh in Sinclair, 1992: 90).
Acconding to Pugh (in Sinclair, 1992: 93-5), m 1987 almost 
one third of Canatfei’s food industry was foreign owned, and in 1990 
only 18 food distribution companies controlled the entire Canadian 
market. The average sales revenue increased 26% in 1990 for these 
companies, and their five year average return on capital was 17%, 
Furthermore, the main food processors and irainufacturers including 
McCain, Kraft, General Foods, Coca-Cola, Nestlé, HJ Heinz, Campbell 
Soup Company, and Pepsi-Cola Canada, together had an average rise 
in sales rwenue of 6% in 1990 and an fiw  year average return on 
capital of 17%. This was during a time of severe recession with the 
Canadian farm debt standing at more than $23 billion. It is clear 
from this that the Interests of corporate capital accumulation do 
not benefit Carmdian farmers and that the profits accumulated by 
the% companies during this period of hard times for Caradians were 
not peM«j on in terms of benefits for mœt Canadians (Pugh in 
SlfKfelr, 1992; Wamock, 1988, and in Camerwi, 1988).
Under N^MTA this trend of foreign and transnatloml 
domination of our f<x>d provision will increase. This g(%s against a
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Canadian system of food provision that is accessible to  the ma^joiity 
of CansKjians. In aKldition, the rdeolc^y o f the market dmnands tfm t 
capita! look for cheap labour, raw materials, energy, even though 
this undermines a strong primary sector which is important fo r a 
strong economy. Dnving prices lower devastates rural life  and all 
the people that depend on It.
Health and Welfare Canat^ and Consumer and Cwporate Affairs 
has had to  advise the Infant Feeding Action Coalition that the 
CanadWin government can’t pass legislation to  comp^ with the World 
Health Organisation’s code protecting breast milk and breast feeding 
from the aggressive corporate advertising in infant formula because 
tl% WHO code is superseded by the free trade agreement because It 
IS perceived to be a restriction o f private rights under the FTA 
(Barlow In Sinclair, 1992; 182). This is a clear example of the ways 
that corporate rights are taking precedence over the interests of 
Canadian people.
The support of agrobusiness by NAFTA has serious implications 
for the Canadians’ ability to  have access to  locally produced and 
cl%ap food. T ie increased competition and the centra l^a tW  of ftxxl 
production in Canada will probably mean that fewer Canadians w ill 
be abte to  get Icxalty produced food. In addition, because of the 
increased amounts of Ammcan food in Canadian markets and 
because of Canada’s relatively disadvantaged status in th is 
competitive relationship it is probable that in order to  obtain chM p 
food Canadians will have to  rely more « id  more on im p o rts  fomi 
products. Relative^ inexpensive and locally-produced fw d  is likely 
to  become a thing of the past fo r rm st CmWiams, and our
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d^»ndency on US ar%l Mfetico for our baste food needs is likely to 
increase (CO’A, 1992; Pugh in Sinclair, 1992; Sinclair, 1992; 
V\^mock, 1988).
NâEIA^DdUBaitb
Medicare is currently not protected from corporate and 
economic pressures, which will only increase under NAFTA. The 
argument often given is that social programmes are too costly for 
the foJeral government, gi\en the fed«-al deficit. However, the 
logic of social programmes paying the debt to support corporate 
interests, when It is those interests that are largely responsible for 
the deficit must be questioned. Furthermore, cuts in transfer 
pim ents to provinces account for 46% of federal sj»ndtng cuts, 
ever) though they only «count for 20% of federal programme 
spending (Gainor in Sinclair, 1992). Clearly, Medicare is currently 
not protected from corporate and economic pressure, which will only 
be increased und« NAFTA.
In 1984, the Trudrau government passed the Canada Health Act 
tlw t outlawed extra billing and user fees. The mechanism for 
federal payment to the provinces, the Established Programs 
Firmncing, or EPF, was used as a mechanism to enforce this. Since 
1988, the Tories have cut the EPF formula three times. Increases in 
the EPF are frozen for until 1995, and then the formula will increase 
at the GOP growth rate, minus 3 percentage points. The Canadian 
Health CtaHtion has campaigned against this, arguing that under this 
system, f«feral funding will end for most provinces within a decade, 
leaving the H%lth Act completely vulnerable to extra billing and 
uwr fees.
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NAFTA jeopardises Canada's ability to control sanitary and 
phytosanitary measures, which include pesticide residim^ and fcKKl 
additives. This is because NAFTA prevents these measures from 
becoming trade barriers. If Canada wants to promote strict 
standards on the use of a particular pesticide, for example, it may 
do so, but only to the »ctent that it is not considered a trade barrier. 
This is an example where the elimination of perceived trade barriers 
takes precajence over the health of Canadians {CCPA, 1992: 5).
NAFTA provides a weakening in the levels of risk assessment 
for health and safety. Previously, Canada did not require a cost- 
benefit analysis in cases where there was a risk to human health, in 
addition, risk assessments must now;
“take into account the following economic factors, where relevant: 
(a) loss of production or sales that may result from such pest or 
disease; (b) costs of control or eradication of the pest or disease in 
its territory; and (c) the relative cost-effeetiveness of alternative 
approaches to limiting risks,"
This clearly undermines the primacy of health concerns with respect 
to Imported goods. Furthermore, NAFTA states:
“Where a f^ rty  conducting a risk assessment determirws that 
available relevant scientific evidence or other information is 
insufficient to complete the assessment, it may adopt a provisional 
unitary or phytOMnitary measure on the basis of available relevant 
information."
Th% tr^n s  that NAFTA will force Canada to accept agricultural 
Imports even tfwugh t f ^  h@\% not t%en pro\wi a fe  (CCPA, 1992: 
58-61). It is dear that uncter NAFTA, the standards for health and 
Mfety will be diminished and also that health concerns do not take 
pnec «fence over «zonomK concerns.
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Tfm main funding for the Canadian health system has bw ) from 
the fetteral government m the form of transfer payments. Under the 
FTA and NAFTA transfer payments will be diminished until their 
abolition by the year 2000. This places the funding burden for health 
care on the provinces, which are already ur^ler-funded and over­
burdened. Provincial funding of health care represents different 
degrees of financial burden because of the regional economic 
inequalities between the provinces. The result of this is that there 
W i l t  be increased pressures on all provinces, but especially the 
economical^ disadvantaged provinces, to alter the health system 
towards a more profit-oriented system through extra billing and 
privatisation. In additiwi, because of the push for econocentric 
restructuring under NAFTA, it is very likely that many aspects of the 
Canadian health system will be seen as barriers to trade which 
should be eliminated. These factors clearly undermine the 
maintenance of a federal health system that includes the five 
principles of the Canada Health Act: universality, equal access, 
comprehensiveness, portability, and non-profit administration 
(CCPA, 1992; E^rcy in Sinclair, 1992; Gainw In Sinclair, 1992).
The tong-term effects on health and hea'th standards from 
free trade can already be seen in the maquiladoras of México, where 
the conditions are abysmal. H ^ lth  and safety Insiiwctions are 
virtually absent. One example of this is that in Matamore, there are 
mwe than one hundr^ plants tnit there k  not even oi% ^rspector 
from the ministry of labour in the city. The closest in s f^ tc r is two 
hundr«j miles away. This ^amplifies the lack of in té rê t and 
enforcement of health and safety standards In the mtquila&M% In
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addition, the poverty that is associated with the lives of people 
working in the maquiladoras contributes to this situation. In order 
to meet their basic survival needs for themselves and their 
families, workers are often forced to subject themselves to 
corMditiwis that are dangerous to their health (Arena! in Cavanagh et 
ai., 1992; Jenkins, 1993; Sax berg, 1993; Sinclair, 1992). It is 
clear then, that our Canadian health system and universal health 
care is in jeopartiy under NAFTA. 
l^ F TA and Jobs
We have already seen what free trade does for workers in 
Méxœo through the maquiladoras. Exploitation through low wages, 
virtually no benefits, low safety standards, and environmentally 
dangerous conditions are typical in the maquiladoras. Hourly wages 
In the auto industry are estimated at 98 cents in the maquiladoras, 
including benefits, as ctnnpared to $2.32 in México, $14.31 in the US 
and $14.72 in Canacte. The maquiladoras ur«dermine domestic 
businesses that comf»te with companies in tfw maquiladoras. For 
«(ample, during the a  me p&iod that K),000 jobs were created in 
the auto indistry in tte  maquiladoras, an estimated 100,000 jobs 
were lost in the domestic Mexican auto and auto parts industry 
(Cavan^h et a)., 1992; Jenkins, 1992; Saxb«g, 1993; Sincbir, 
1992).
One only has to the plant closings ami levels of 
unemployment since the FTA to see how capital flight has affected 
tl% US aiKl especially Canada, as companies move s%ith to talæ 
advantage of the cuts in production costs provided by lower 
stamiards. In the Twin Plant News, an American trade ma^zine, an
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ad reads, ®This isn't a border, it ’s an edge*. Almost a half a million 
jcÆts have ^n e  from the US to the maquiladoras. Accorxling to the US 
Bureau of Labour Statistics, the US has lost 9.7 million jobs due to 
plant closings and layoffs between 1983-1988.
Canadian unemployment has ri%n from 7.5% in 1989 to 10.3% 
by the end of 1991. However, this does not include those who gave 
up looking for jobs or the underemployed. If those figures are 
included, the unemployment rate rises to approximately 16% (Griffen 
Cohen in Sinclair, 1992: 64).
Manufacturing was to be one of the major beneficiaries of the 
FTA m Canada, nsing an exacted 10%. But, since the FTA, 
manufacturing production is ckawn 14%. in addition, 65% of the job 
losses in Ontario between 1989 and 1991 are due to p&nt closure 
and capital flight, as compared to 22% during the 1982 recession. 
This indicates that not only has there been a loss of jobs, but also an 
urKJermintng of productive capacity (Daly & Cobb, 1989; Gaventa in 
Cavanagh et ai., 1992; Griffen Cohen in Sinclair, 1992; Manchak, 
1991; Wamock, 1988).
Canac  ̂has a k»rge amount of foreign investment, ^pecia l^ by 
US companies. At the beginning of the FTA talks 50% of 
manufacturing, 45% of petrdeum and natural ç^s, 40% of minify arwl 
smelting, and 26% of all other industries were owned or controlled 
by fweign firms. Tl% primary rationale was in order to  avtNd ta ilffs  
on imports. With tariffs removed due to free trade, the rationale for 
staying in Canada is similarly remove, resulting in capital flight. 
The argument tM t specialised branch plants would remain in Canacte 
has not lmp):wmd (Griffen Cohen in Sinclair, 1992: 18).
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Canada is highly dependent on the export of natural resources 
and materials that do not require large ammints labour or 
processing. The rights of Canada to  require that natural resources 
be processed locally will be restricted under NAFTA, allowing the 
t^ t-p a y in g  jobs afHl value added processes to  go out of the area ex' 
out of Canack. This will leave Canada more dep*ncknt on the US, 
thus reinforcing the structural economic imbalances between the 
countries (Brooks, 1989; CCPA, 1992; Griffen Gnffen Cohen in 
Sinclair, 1992; Jenkins, 1992; Marchak, 1991; Warr»ck, 1988; 
Wilkinson in Cameron, 1986).
According to  Doug HenwocKî (cited m Sinclair, 1992; 44), 
"Canada will supply natural resources; México cheap labor; and the 
US w ill enjoy tl% fru its  o f both. But only the more fortunate 
citizens o f the US will enjoy these fru its. Behind all the hype for 
the globalised post-industrial economy lies this reality; high-wage 
productk>n jobs d isapp^r; an affluent m inority of managers, 
designers, lawyers, marketing s j^ ia lis ts , propagandists, and 
financiers plan and administer the global economy; and an 
increasingly immlserated mass of jan ito rs, nannies, manrcunsts, 
end clerks serve them” .
NAFTA perpetuates the marginalisation o f women b^ause it 
nmintalns the structures of patriarchy and éJitism which arc the 
bases of set ism in our society. This undermines efforts to address 
p rac ti» ! mid strat% ic gencter neette. Furthermore, because wonwn 
are generally m a n jin a ll^  in our society, the increased economic
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and social pres%res of NAFTA will imjHict harder on women (Cohen 
m Cam won, 1986).
These impacts are particularly evident in the treatment of 
women in the maquiladoras of M&dco. Young women make up the 
majority of maquiladora workers. Women are seen ideal workers 
becau» they highly 'motivatwl’ to work at unskilled jobs. T h^ are 
also desirable because they ^work with more dexterity, adapt 
to repetitive work and are more punctual” (Bourque in Sinclair,
1992: 155), As discus%d earlier, the working conditions and hours 
are abysmal. Burnout, sexual harassment and ra|» are common 
working conditions in the plants, Pregnant women are routinely 
fired with no compensation or forced to continue working 
unprotected with toxic chemicals. Furthermore, latxiur organisation 
IS extremely difficult and is punished severely. Women’s 
‘motivation’ to work in these conditions often stems from the 
necessity of feeding themselves and their families (Bourque In 
Sinclair, 1992; ffedeau in Sinclair, 1992; Sæcberg, 1993).
The argument is crften raised that women’s emplument In the 
maquiladoras provides opportunities for Improving their situation. 
This is analogous to arguing for the cwitinuation of the slavwy of 
Blacks because it provides them with job skills. This argument 
ignores that capital is taking ads^nta^ of patriarchy by «cploiting 
wcmten to increase profits, and that the feminlwtbn of the labour 
force plays an important role. Consistent with this Is that wwnen 
are generally absent from higher status ;wsitions and high-tech 
prodwtion processes. Accordii^ to Koplnak (m Grinsi^n & Canwwt,
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1993: 147), thfs reinforces “the stereotyf» that women do not have 
the aptitude for technologically sophisticated work."
Tfmse conditirais for women are not expected to improve under 
NAFTA, The pressures to increase competitiveness and profits will, 
in fact, increa^ the marginalisation of women. This is not only the 
case in Méxteo, but in the US and Canada as well.
In Canaefei wœnen continue to be paid less than men and work at 
jobs that require less skill and offer less status and money. In order 
to be more competitive and to increase profits, a large proportion 
companies are laying off employees and pressuring them to accept 
rollbacks with the threat of closure or relocation to México. This is 
especially the case in the garment industry whe;, 90% of the 
workers are women. Many factory workers are not unionized, work 
at minimum wage, and receive minimal benefits. According to 
Nad^u (in Sinclair, 1992: 159-60), there is a strategy of increasing 
layers of subcontracting is being employed as a way of reducing 
costs. In B rlti^  Columba underground sweatshops have been 
opening with at least 3,000 workers doing piecework in the lower 
mainland. This is without minimum wage or benefits.
in addition to large numbers of layoffs, organisations are being 
rKtructured to ha\% a small core of full-time workers and a large 
pehpheiy of part-time workers. The restructunng of clencal 
«nf^t^ment and the privatisation of the pubkc sector ha\% 
differentially affected women. Because women are already 
marglnallMd In the workforce it is primarily their jobs that are 
being ^stematically cut through the pressures of restructurir^, 
downsizir^ and rel%atlon. These d^reases in emf^oyir»nt and
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wages result in more women living below the poverty line. The 
increase in the féminisation of poverty also has drastic implications 
for children. Women are mw'e likely than men to be the primary 
caretakers of children, and single mothers are particularly affected.
NAFTA will increase these pressures on women’s employment 
through increased competition, restructuring, and capital flight. 
NAFTA also undermines vwsmen’s attlity to address th ^e  problems. 
Un- and underemployed women will be more disempowered and poor, 
even though the overall increase in prices and the GST increase the 
burden faced by women. Furthi^'more, NAFTA will result in an 
increase of the destruction of safety nets for women. Cutbacks In 
social spending, welfare and unemployment insurance all contribute 
to the féminisation of poverty in Canada (Nadeau in Sinclair, 1992).
it IS c l^ r, then, that NAFTA does not address the prc^lems of 
sexism. NAFTA d(%s not address patriarchy and élitlsm, nor does it 
address s tra t^ ic  or practical gender needs. Rather, by incrrasing 
the fressures of competition, corporate restructuring and 
downsizing, and capita! flight, NAFTA will increase women’s 
marginalisation m the workforce and in society in general,
7 ^  The-Stgte.and.tbBJntecoaiioaaL2Qlitical.EcoQoniy
The evaluation of NAFTA with respect to the issues associate 
with the state and the international political economy will be 
divided into two sub-sections. The first is an examination of N ^TA  
in terms of sovereignty and national interests, and the i^on d  Is a 
discussion of the rote of transnatioml cxwporations under 
So^e^nty.and-NatiaaaUatecests
%
NAFTA is an agreement about freeing business from state 
control, and reducing the ability of peculations to put constraints on 
business. The Increasing invisibility of national borders under 
NAFTA will inhibit the ability of th-* national state to pursue 
national interests. As the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 
argues:
“The real significance of the FT A/NAFTA agenda is that it 
supersedes our ability as a nation to determine our own destiny, if, 
for example, we believe that a sustainable agricultural sector is an 
essential component of our vision of future development- we must 
accept that FTA/N^TA restricts our ability to design national 
programs aiKi policies. Or, we believe that national i^ograms are 
necessary to ensure the equality and accessibility of our citizens to 
health and welfare programs, we must accept that FT A/NAFTA 
restricts our ability to deliver programmes which best meet our 
needs. If we, as Canadians, were to try to protect our rich natural 
resources and access to enei^y in an environmentally or 
economical^ sustainable manner- we must accept that FTA/NAFTA 
guarantees other countnes equal rights to our resources" (CCPA, 
1992: preface).
An example or this is the elimination of supply management 
for agricultural commodities which has clear implications for 
Canada’s ability to control agricultural production within its own 
twders. The concentletion and centralisation of Can^ian food 
production will likely increase the current regional inequalities in 
terms of access to jobs and to relatively inexpensive and locally- 
prtKluc«j food. It is clear in this case that international and 
kfsir*ss IntfR’ests has% taken p%cedei%e over Canada’s interests in 
pursjing our own distinct system of agriculture and food production 
(KPA, 1992; Da^ & Cobb, 1939; Pugh in Sinclair, 1992; fcterchak, 
1991).
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Canada has always been very depM ent on exerts arKt fwmgn 
trade. This trend has increased over the last twenty years to W we 
exports Kcm^nt for about 30% of the national income. A full ih r^ -  
quarters of this tracte is with the US. Tnis has made our ecofwmy 
vulnerable to external fmxes and increase our depe^derKe on the 
US. This depenctence, like that of México, has aggravated ttte internal 
national structural imbalances, and afforded a lesser degrw of 
control over the country's economic problems (Griffen Cohen In 
Sinclair, 1992: 19).
NAFTA will also make Canada more vulnerable to dumping of 
US and Mexican agricultural goods while also undermining Canada’s 
ability to pieveni or stop it. The US has clearly taken adN^ntage of 
this situation through their Export Enhancement Program (ESP). The 
EEP has been used to subsidise American agricultural goods for 
export and has resulted in depressed international market prices 
which have severely hurt Canadian farmers over the past several 
years. This has not been addressed by Canadian politicians nor Is It 
directly fx-(^ibit«i uncter NAFTA (CCPA, 1992: 58^0).
In terms of health and safety the regulations of NAFTA state 
tfmt the onus is on Canada to prove any suspicions that US or 
^texican imported products may be detrimental or risky in terms of 
human l%alth. Given that a "prowsional sanitary or phytosanltary 
mesure on tf% tmsis of available r^evant informatk>n" Is 
acceptable in cases where the "available relevant s c ^ tlf ic  
evidence or other information is insufficient to complete the 
assessment” , this onus to prove a product’s risk will undermifw
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CamK}a*s ability to protect human Itealth concerns tn the face of 
market forces (CCPA, 1992).
Many of the provisions of NAFTA are directly related to simitar 
î»tïvlslons under ckit»te at the Uruguay Round of the GATT. Canada’s 
acceptance of th ^e  provisions in NAFTA provides a strcmg 
supfKjrtis^ precedent of the similar provisions in GATT. By 
accepting NAFTA, Canada wit! undermine its ability to raise 
concerns w  to oj^x«e these provisions at the GATT (CCPa, 1992:
67; K^rchak, 1991).
NAFTA broadens the cos^rage of ti% FTA considerably in the 
service sector, especially in telecommunications and land 
transportation. By increasing the liberalisation and deregulation 
achteved under the FTA, NAFTA will virtually open Canada to the 
transborder operations of TNCs in telecommunications without 
government regulation. This deregulation will undermine the cheap 
basic service that has been available to Canadians through cross 
subsidisation. This will occur because of the decrease in profits 
available for cross subsidisation due to increased competition with 
TNCs and because cross subsdisation may be s%n as a trade barrier 
(CCPA, 1992; Jenkins, 1992).
Land transportation (trucking, rail, and bus services) are 
ctAWMl by NAFTA e v^  thcHigh they *%re exclWed from the FTA. 
Although airline serwces are generally excluded, aircreft 
mWntenance s«vices are not exempted. This means that NAFTA 
woWd prevent Canatki frtm  imjH»ing Canactean cw tent reqiRremeots 
in Mnd trarsportation. Tfat is, we could not r^^uire tfmt Canadian 
imports or exports be transported on Can^tan transportaton
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systems. This undermines the current subsidisation of Camidien 
transportation systems that protects services from US competition. 
This IS critical in terms of supporting the Canadian grain industry, 
which has been supported through the subsidisation of Canadian rail 
trans|K>rt. We would therefore lose our ability to use r^ulatlon to 
stop increased export and import shipments usir^ the US 
transportation infrastriKture (CCPA, 1992: 9-4; 75-79). The 
harmonisation of the transportation and telecommunication systems 
will therefore lead to a decrease in Canada's ability to maintain the 
integrity of domestic transportation and telecommunication 
systems,
NAFTA makes huge steps in the deregulation of financial 
services. One of the main results of this internationalisation of 
financial services is that political accountability to the electorate 
may now be placKf second to political accountability to foreign 
creditors and to the logic of these international market systems.
This IS because under NAFTA, national treatment must be given to 
financial corporations in terms of the "establishment, acquisitwn, 
expansion, maregement, conduct, operation and sale of investments.” 
Canadian financial institutions will now be forced to comi^te with 
American arW Mexican companies for the right to operate towards 
Canadian financial objectives. This clearly undermines Canada's 
ability to  work for financial strategies that are appropriate for 
Canadians' vwll-being and security. This loss of financial control is 
compounded 1^ the fact that under NAFTA financial institutitxis that 
are bas«j in Canada will have the right to transfer and process 
information outside of Canada, Not only is this significant in terms
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of Job loss, but also for national security. Maintenance of Canadian 
so^reignty is clearly at risk if financial and other types of 
information can freely ftow across borders (CCPA, 1992; 80-2).
The North American Trade Commission and Secretariat will be 
in charge of facilitating the enforcement and implementation of 
N^TA. These btxhes serve to arbitrate disputes but are not to be 
elected. Relevant scientific, environmental or other consultation 
can be requested from outside organisations. However, unless 
r«5uwted, there is to be no input or accei sibility to these bodies by 
outside organisations or interest groups. This results in an 
organisation with a great deal of power which is virtually free of 
public accountability or monitoring This is unacceptable in most 
other a CMS of Canadian government, such as the court system for 
«ample, and represents a decisive and significant change in the 
governmental operation with respect to the public. This is severely 
ctmtrasted by the strwig mechanisms that are put m place to enforce 
corporate rights (CCPA, 1992: 129-30).
Aru)ther forum in which Canadian power has been eroded 
through NAFTA is through a relati\% decrea^ m power to the 
provinces. The federal government now has more responsibility to 
Internatioira! forces through NAFTA than it does to the provinces.
This is because the provinces are to be held accountable for the 
proN^ons of NAFTA, and the federal government is required to force 
the provinces into compliance, even if tfm matter is considered to be 
exclusively within provincial jurisdiction. Thus national treatment 
for US or Mmdcan companies must be given even over prefererrce 
from within the province. NAFTA clearly undermines each province’s
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ability to pursue a development strategy that is consistent with the 
goals, resources and circumstances that are specific to each 
province. Similarly, NAFTA undermines Canada’s ability to pursue a 
development strategy that Is consistent with purely Canadian 
cwicems and circumstances (Barlow In Cavanagh et a!., 1992;
Brooks, 1989; CLC in Canwrcm, 1986; CCPA, 1992; CampteJI in 
Cavanagh et al., 1992; Jenkins, 1992).
T ransnatfooal. Corporations
TfCs are one of the clear winners under NAFTA. The regime of 
liberalisation and deregulation is clearly consistent with the 
interests of TNCs, as is the transparency of national borders and the 
lack of national accountability. NAFTA also supports an ideoit^y of 
economic growth and comf»tition that f«:ilitates the entry and 
operation of TNCs into more and more r iio n s  and sectors.
“The FTA rests on the belief in the power of the market to sort 
out all of the ecorwrnic j^blem s of any country. It rests on the IdM 
that there is one method by which growth and development can be 
achieved. And it is based on a very old, ^most archaic notion of N)w 
economic work. This notion is that when all players apprc^h tfm 
market on an equal basis, no one will be abk to develop a monopdy 
and thereby control pnces. In this ideal world, everyone will be 
te tte r off with free trade because each country will to  able to 
concentrate its resources and labour on prtoucing things it is 
relatively efficient at producing, and will be able to import things 
that it can’t produce efficiently. No country will have to vrorry 
about anyone unfairly hogging the market. The probtem with this 
idea is that vm are no lor^er dealing with trade totwMn natbns, but 
with the ability of hirge corporations (monopoit^) to fnove e^si^ 
between natbns and to pick and ctoose the nwst W vant^eois 
cwditions fw  thensds^. Ttose %fvant%eous conditions d ^ n d  on 
the historical position of countri^, their geographical advantages, 
and their level of desperation to secure investment from lange 
firms. When capital is frœ  to move and labour is lelativefy fixed,
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the f»8sfWîlty for a happy-ever-after-ending vanishes" (Griffen 
México in Sinclair, 1992: 16).
A critical factor in this scenario is the power differential 
tetween the three countries and especially relative to these large 
corpomtims. As has been discussed in other sections, NAFTA 
exacertates these power differentials within and between countries 
ami T N ^
Under NAFTA, TNCs will ha\% a right to national treatment 
without domestic presence. If the benefits of NAFTA to the 
Canadian, Ameræan and Mexican peoples are to be attained through 
the operation of TNCs and other international trade, then it s^ms 
contradictory for these operations to be able to evade local 
obligat©ns 1  ̂not requiring dom ^tic presence (Brooks, 1989; 
Cavam^h et al., 1992; CCPA, 1992; Daly & Cobb, 1989; Jenkins, 
1992; kfemfwk, 1991).
Summary
This chapter has provided an examination of NAFTA in terms of 
the eight defining principles of the alternative conceptualisation of 
sustainable development, in doing so, the following conclusions can 
be drawn. NAFTA’s marginalisation of a holistic persf»ctive of 
sustainable (te^)opment can be sMn through its treatment of 
culture and agriculture. NAFTA clearly suppwts and furthers the 
prectominance o an econocentric appro^h to dev^opment. This 
contributes to the marginalisation of the socio-cultural, historical 
and {^itical'ecommtic differences i^tween Canada, México, and the 
Unit») States. N/^TA's econrcentrism is instrumental in destroying 
Ca-'ada's ^stem  of supply management and subsidisation. This
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^onocentric appr^ch is also deAroying the cwitext required for 
effective social and environmental protection programmes. 
Furthermore, NAFTA maintains the develt^mental focus on economic 
growth, and thus fuels the cycle of technologisation and 
industrialisation. In this way NAFTA plays a important role in 
furthering the neo-liberal agenda with its continuation of the FTA 
and its links with the GATT. In terms of the environment, NAFTA 
places natural systems in jeopardy through the over-exploitation of 
natural resources and the failure to recc^nise and protect systemic 
diversity. By examining the effects of NAFTA on food, health, and 
jobs it can be seen that NAFTA unttermines even the most 
conservative definition of universal basic needs provision. In 
addition, even though the effects of NAFTA will be harcter on women, 
NAFTA dcæs not address the dual problems of patriarchy and élitlsm 
that are associated with sexism in our society. Finally, and perhaps 
most seriously, NAFTA undermines Canada’s ability to address 
issi%s that are in the in té rê t of Canadians and of Canada as a 
sovere^n country. One of the main avenues for this process is 
through the increase of mobility provided to TNCs and capital in 
general. Thus, in examining NAFTA in these terms It becomes clear 
that N ^TA (k%s not diffu% or address the contrKjictlons of 
development and the political economy, but rather fuels th«n. in 
this way NAFTA c ^ r fy  undermines the core principles of tfm 




NAFT A was introduced in order to make a North American 
trading bloc that would be more competitive in the new 
international division of labour. It is in response to the increased 
competition on the global market and the tough economœ context. 
NAFTA is a market-bas«J response with the goal of increased profit 
and prosperity. Sustainable des«lopment is also a respxanse to 
current difficulties in the global system. The response, however, is 
^ologlcally or environmentally based. The different approaches, 
both in tl% f^me of ‘development’, must be evaluated. As drscussaj 
in chapt^ one, these evaluations require a holistic approach in order 
to appTKiate the broad range of issues associated both with NAFTA 
and sustainable development. An appreciation for the complexity of 
these interconnections is criKial to an understanding of the gbbal, 
Interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral nature of ‘development* as seen 
throi^h both NAFTA and sustairmble dewlopment. A holistx: 
apprMCh is also essential in order to include a vision or 
umierstarKling of where de%%l<^nwit should taking be us as co- 
inhabitants of the planet. It is with respect to this, that 
sistaktaWe tkvWopment and NAFTA need to evaluated.
Becaise neither NAFTA nor sustainable development exist in a 
thewetical or ideological void, an mploration of the theoretical and 
ideok^icai framework for NAFTA and sustainable development is 
require. This was the a^bject of discusskm in chapter two. As an 
extension of the FTA, NAFTA was shown to further the rœo-liberal 
a i^ida th ro i^  its developmental foct^ on market forces and its
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strong (inks with the GATT. This demonstrates %me of the brwder 
implications of NAFTA. Limits to growth and indigenous 
perspectives of sustainable development were discussed, 
demonstrating that theie is not a single definition or understanding 
of sustainable development. This was also discussed in terms of the 
distinctions between sustainable growth, specifically the 
Brundtland RejMKt iOurC(^7vnon Fumne), and sustainaWe 
etevebpment. Sustainable growth approach» are tyf^fied by their 
focus on economic growth and environmental protKtion is only done 
in such a way as to maintain or increase it. Thus in mainstream 
development discourse, sustainable development has been coopted 
to mean sustainable growth, and the language of environmental 
pr<«ect©n has b»n co-opted to further the interests of tiwse who 
t©nefit from sustained growth, the corfK>rate élite. Sustainable 
growth is an oxymoron i^ause  sustained economic growth can not 
be environmentally sustainable. Furthermore, sustainable growth 
approaches were shown to pls^ into several of the contradictions of 
developnent and the political econony.
Because both NAFTA and sustairaWe development are 
international in nature, an analysis of either would be virtually 
meaningless without adequate consideration of the gk»bal ^ litic a t 
economy. Chaffer three provkled a discussion of contractions of 
d » i^ c ^ e n t arKl the ^ lltic a l eceitxny. This ctemottttra^  some of 
the ways that curreit development programmes contMkfte to  the 
spiral of over amf uncter development and to enwnmnwntal 
destructten. The six contradicttens were seen to be root«j In the 
core cmtcepts of developnwnt, their tacit »% m ^ions, mid the
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Inherent values. This nakes them difficult to address and charge. 
Economic growth, industrialisation and technolc^y are the main 
piMars of econocentric approaches to development. The quasi- 
rel^ious pursuance of econocentrism has been a defining 
characteristic of development over the last few centuries. This 
contradictory s t r a ta  has resulted in the marginalisation of 
vwmen, su^lstew e production and the informal sector, as well as 
the destruction of ecological systems and the environment. 
Furthermore* tte  relations l»tween power, the state and the 
international political economy were shown to be contradictory in 
terms of development. These contradictrons are the basis for the 
current crisis in development, and are exacerbated by mainstream 
d^rek^ment smd sustainaWe growth ^(^rammes. The proposal of 
the alternative conceptualisation of sustainable development rs in 
response to these contradictions as well as the seriousness of their 
cons«ju«ices, namely the spral of under and over development and 
environmental destruction.
In chapter four, the alternatisre conceptualisation of 
sustains We developm^t proposed a set of parameters for the 
implementation of viable programmes of sustainable development. 
T h ^  paræneters outlined some of the dynamics which must be 
address^ any apj^ication of sustainable development in order 
that tl% developnwital system awk* playing into the contradotions 
of devek>pment and the political economy, and al% minknise the 
^ ira l of o \w  and urKJer development ar^ environmental dK trw tion 
as discussed in chapter three. T f* eight propositions of the 
alternative conceptualisation of sustainable devek^ment wrere
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lo o s^  organised around the contradictions of development. 
Reductlonism must be balanced by holism tn order to rec^n lM  and 
protect the intrinsic value of the system. SimlWrly, econocentrism 
must be awided in order not to  marginalia other modes of 
development that are less em pov^r^. This r^u lres a réévaluation 
of economic growth, industrialisation and t^hnology. Prost»rtty 
was shown to be a value-laden concept that maintains and furthers 
tl% spiral of over and under envelopment. For this the
devetopm^tal focus on prosperity and human vmnts shouW be 
abandon^ for the univ^^al provision of basic nwds. The» ta^c 
n»ds include food, Iwusing, «iucation, h» lth  care, personal ar%i 
cultural integrity, and access to life choices. Gender qua lity  in 
terms of both patriarchy and élitlsm must also be addressed as a 
central goal of sustainable development. Respect and protection for 
biological, ecological, scxzio-cultural and ideological systemic 
diversity was shown to be necessary for achieving an effective 
adaptation of human socio-cultures to ecological and environmental 
systems. In order to achieve these goals of sustainable 
de\elq>ment, power must be addressed as a varable, and tl% 
role of the state in relation to the international political economy 
must be resolved.
C i^ r^  these are mit easy answers. They require fumtemental 
re-evaluation of many of our most teste cultural ar%* tev#k);Mnental 
values. Nevertheless, if this is the task with which we are faced In 
order for hum in teings to ectst with other s ^ i »  on this pWnet, 
we had better ensure that every aspect of our current ckwek^Mnent 
iKogrammes is consistent with achfevtng these gtets. NAFTA Is no
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«tc«pt)on. As one of the more ixwninent and broad^-e^hing p o tic^  
In North Ameræa In œcent years, NAFTA must also te evaluate! In 
terms of the terameters proposed by the alternative 
conceptuaiisiUon of sustainable dewlopment. This was subject of 
the discussion for chapter five.
The basic structure of the alternative conceptualisation of 
sustainaWe development v®s maintains in the evaluatmn of N ^TA 
for the sake of clarity. In this discussion it was shown that 
NAFTA’s tieatment of culture and agriculture are clear examples of 
the ways that the reductionism, Inherent in N^TA, marginalises a 
holistic apf^oach to sustairable de\%lopment and plazes Canadian 
culture and agrfculture at risk. NAFTA's econocentnsm was then 
discusted in terms of its contribution to the marginalisation of the 
socio-cultural, historical and political-economic differences 
betwmen Canada, M6dco, and the United States. NAFTA’s 
econocentrism also contributes to the destruction of Canada's 
pit^rammes of subsidisation and supply management and of the 
ctmtext required for the implementation of effective social and 
environmental protection programmes. NAFTA was also ^own to 
contribute to the furthering of the cycles of technologisation and 
industrialisation through its over-emphasis on economic growth.
This furthers tte  neo-liberal agenda through NAFTA’s links to the 
FTA wd the GATT, NAFTA was also shown to lead to the tes trw tim  
of the wivironment through the over-exploitation of natural 
^rstems, and the failure to recognise and protect ^stem ic 
diversity. Unlvertel basic needs provision is undermined by NAFTA, 
as revealed in discussion relating to food, health and jote. E\ron
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while NAFTA increases the tKirden on wjmwi, gamier needs are not 
addressed by NAFTA m terms of patriarchy and élitlsm. NAFTA vtBs 
shown to play into the contradiction of development with respect to 
the state and the international political economy. This was 
examined in terms of sovereignty and national in térêts, as well as 
TNCs. In this way, NAFTA was shown to undermir» Canada*s ability 
to actress issues that are in the interest of Caimdians ar«j of 
Canada. Through thKe analyse, N ^TA was shtwn to repeat^ly 
play into, and fuel tl% contradictions of developnwnt and the 
fwlitical economy. Furthermore, NAFTA increases the spiral of over 
ar«S underdevelopment aiKl the ctestruction of the environment and 
natural systems. For these reasons NAFTA is in clear o^x^sition 
with the core principles of the alternative conceptualisation of 
sustainable development.
Where do we.go_frmLbere2
In terms of opposition, the differing socio-culturai and 
political-economic circumstances of Canada, the US and M6dco have 
created diffœuities in uniting groups from the thiee countries 
against the anfwwered N ^TA front. Not only cto these opposition 
g«%jps have diverse points of d ^ r tu re  based on their 
circumstance mid values, but nmny ^xmps opposing NAFTA tw d  to 
already be somewhat marginalised within their resp^tive countries.
Mar^ oi^msitton groups case th tir critique of N ^TA  on »>cio- 
^oncmiic factors, such as the /^tk)n Car»da Network, or on the 
basis of empk^ment, such as tf% CanadWin Labour Congress. In the 
US, there is also labour-t% ^ op|»>sition, but there are also w w a l 
WKhingttm-lMsed grou*K that acMiess environmental, human and
no
labour rights, siKh as MOOTLE, which is the Mobilisation on 
envelopment, Trade and Labor Educat»n. tn México as well, labour 
and unk>n groups are fighting NAFTA, but there is also oppositran 
from popular groups. In 1991 Mexican >M:tk>n Network cm Free Trade, 
(la Red Mexicana) was form«j as an attempt to unify unions, 
campesino and women’s organisations, NGOs, environmeital and 
cwnmtmity gmups, acadwnics and other social grcxtps. There have 
been several bl- and tritetera! oppositions stemming from common 
cofKems and perspective. For «tampte, CONAMUP is linking women 
from all three countries against NAFTA, and Solinet and Peacenei 
are two computer networks accessible by modem that have 
dmcusRons on NAFTA (Kuehn in Sinclair, 1992: 176; Nacteau in 
Sinclair, 1992: 152).
In order to make tl% required changes, Barlow and Campbell 
(1991 ) ai^ue that a "Take Back the Nation" strategy is necessary in 
both educational and political forums. They identify five steps for 
the restoration of respx)nsible government in Canada. These are 
N*ne the Issu^; Take community control; Jcxn the Movement; 
Oe\mlop the Platfwm; and Chaltenge the Parties. Barlow further 
ai^ues that %eking a clear mandate for abrogation from the FTA is 
crucial towards finding the road back to being resjwnsible for our 
own destiny as Canadians (%trlow In Sinclair, 1992).
^ h  Cterite and Swenstm (in Sinclair, 1992) argue tfmt 
creating alternations for development must play an important part 
in Wdressbig tlm issues at s t^e . This process must occif not wily 
In (^nada, txit for the US amf México as weH. This i^u ires  a
I l l
plstform of solidarity, and not of competition (Valin & Sinclair, In 
Sinclair, 1992).
Bishop Rcmi DeRcx) writes:
Mve reached a tin * of reckwimg, a m ^e n t of truth. If CanatË 
IS to maintain its identity, all those who care about our common 
future need to get invt^wil. Authentic hope can read the A ta  of 
destMtr, see through it, and rediscover the bedrock v a lt^  that 
energize people fw  renewed comiuests. Believe there is nothing 
l*yomi the power of determined i»ot^e who tnity Canada arxl 
are dedicated to the survival of our country as a creative force in 
the global community of nations'* (Remi DeRoo, cited m Barlow & 
Cambell, 1991: 220).
Our exister*e on this plar*t is cependant on the diversty 
inherent in the complex but fragile relationships betwwn human 
socio-cultures and the environment. If we do not maintain this 
diversity, and incorporate it Into the development prc^ess then It is 
unlikely that we will solve the majority of the problems which 
threaten our existence. To continue the dynamics of our current 
programme of development with its inherent contradictions is to 
continue the g io t*l destruction of ecological and socio-culturai 
systems, NAFTA does exactly that, and also undennlr*s our ability 
to address it. To avoid this we need to make s^ne fundamental 
changes that are deeply rooted in our socio-cufturai structure, 
language, behaviour patterns and value systems. This n*qwires a 
mom holistic understanding of our natural and srcio-cultural 
en%Wromnents, as is pofxæ d the alterrwtive conceqAuaWsat^ of 
sustainable development a bow. This is necessary in orcter that we 
can Wdress the problems of ecological destructkm and the re la te  
s^ral of CAW arx* urxSerdevelopment. by d t^g  this ^ n  we hope
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to encourage end de\m l^ a global ba^nce that rs conducive fw  
global survival and well-being.
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